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W
hile Prince William 

is happily married 

with two children, 

his younger brother Prince 

Harry hasn’t yet settled down. 

However, perhaps this could 

all be about to change now 

that the eligible prince has 

struck up a secret romance 

with beautiful American actress Meghan 

Markle. This week, we reveal how their 

romance is believed to be going from  

strength to strength following a series of 

low-key dates in London and the Cotswolds, 

with Harry reportedly spending Halloween at 

Meghan’s home in Toronto. 

Meanwhile, as speculation reaches fever 

pitch that she’s expecting her first child with 

Liam Payne, Cheryl last week made her first TV 

appearance since pregnancy rumours started 

swirling. Looking noticeably curvier, she opened 

up about suffering from depression as a teen 

and why she is ‘really well’ at the moment.

Last week also brought the most tear-

jerking date in the celebrity calendar, the 

Pride Of Britain Awards. Among the famous 

attendees, Michelle Keegan and her husband 

Mark Wright looked incredible on the red 

carpet. Putting rumours that their romance  

has been on the rocks to rest, Our Girl star 

Michelle confessed: ‘I love children – I always 

say I’m broody.’ 

Further baby news in this issue comes 

from former TOWIE star Billie Faiers, who 

exclusively welcomed us into her essex home 

to reveal that she and her fiancé Greg Shepherd 

are expecting a baby boy. 

Congratulations to them both!

visit our website www.ok.Co.uk
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P
rince Harry has often spoken 

about his desire to find the right 

woman and settle down like his 

older brother Prince William, 

and it seems like now might finally be 

his moment. Last week, it emerged that 

the prince has been conducting a 

secret romance with American actress 

Meghan Markle for the last five months. 

As the news broke of their 

relationship, Prince Harry was said to 

be staying at the Hollywood star’s 

Toronto home, having organised a 

five-day holiday to see his new 

girlfriend over the Halloween weekend. 

A source has now shone further light 

on the couple’s budding romance, 

revealing to OK! that the royal is 

smitten with Meghan and that things 

are getting serious. 

‘It’s properly on – the relationship 

has gone from strength to strength 

ever since they first started dating in 

June,’ our source said, adding: ‘When it 

comes to women, Harry falls hard very 

quickly. He’s all about millions of text 

messages and talking on the phone all 

the time.’ 

Last Thursday, the 35-year-old 

actress was seen for the first time 

since news of the relationship broke 

four days before. Emerging from her 

two-storey home in the Canadian city, 

wrapped up in a winter coat, wearing a beanie 

hat and dark sunglasses, a smiling Meghan was 

escorted to a waiting taxi by a burly bodyguard. 

In addition to a private security team, a Canadian 

police patrol has also been tasked with guarding 

the star’s property. 

While she and Harry have only been dating for 

a relatively short time, they are said to be head 

over heels in love. It’s claimed that the actress 

has already attended Her Majesty the Queen’s 

Scottish estate, Balmoral, with Harry. She is also 

said to have joined the prince on a shooting 

expedition in September as part of his 32nd 

birthday celebrations. 

Our source revealed the pair first started 

dating in June, when they were introduced by 

mutual friend Markus Anderson during a night 

out at the private members’ club Soho House, 

where they ‘instantly hit it off’. In an Instagram 

post dated July 5, Meghan is pictured in the 

capital (top left), alongside the caption: ‘Gutted 

to be leaving London. Thanks for a yummy 

breakfast @anderson_markus @sohohouse’.

Markus, who holds a senior position at  

the Soho House Group, is believed to have  

then arranged a series of under-the-radar  

dates for the lovebirds, including a romantic 

weekend at the fashionable Soho Farmhouse  

in the Cotswolds. 

Meghan has starred as feisty paralegal 

Rachel Zane in US drama Suits since 2011, and 

has appeared in several steamy scenes in the 

show, which is shot in Toronto. She and Harry 

reportedly attended a Soho House Halloween 

party in the Canadian city together, with Harry 

said to have worn a mask to the bash in order to 

remain incognito. 

But his ever-present security team meant that 

his cover was thought to be blown, as Meghan’s 

eagle-eyed neighbours spotted two blacked-out 

SUVs parked on the street outside her home over 

the course of the week, as well as a police car. 

Although they have gone to great lengths 

to keep their relationship a secret, Meghan 

appeared to allude to her romantic visitor  

over the weekend when she posted a picture  

on Instagram of two bananas spooning each 

‘i’m the luckiest  
girl in the world’

Prince harry’s secret relationship with 

american actress meghan markle goes 

public – and insiders say he’s ‘fallen hard’

the prince and the american princess

6

Above: A police car was 

spotted outside Meghan’s 

Toronto home (below) 

before she emerged from 

the property last week

Above: Meghan posted 

this picture in July as she 

left London following a 

visit to London’s Soho 

House.  Below: She was 

reportedly at Balmoral 

for Harry’s birthday in 

September

Below: Meghan 

posted a selfie 

from Soho 

Farmhouse 

(above), where 

she is said to 

have shared 

secret dates 

with Harry



Above: Prince Harry has 

reportedly been 

romancing American 

actress Meghan Markle 

(right) since June
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other (below, second from left), with the cute 

caption: ‘Sleep tight’.

Rumours of their romance first surfaced after 

Meghan posted a photo of herself on Instagram 

wearing a set of bracelets that are almost 

identical to ones that Harry wears (above and top).

That picture was taken on another of 

Meghan’s visits to Soho Farmhouse, and it’s 

thought that the trio of blue, white and black 

beaded wristbands were a gift from her very own 

Prince Charming. The LA-born star is also seen 

holding up a book next to her American passport, 

entitled When Breath Becomes Air.

News of the relationship is said to have been 

a complete surprise to many of Meghan and 

Harry’s pals. The fifth in line to the throne is 

thought to have only told his family and inner 

circle of friends about the relationship. Once the 

story began to hit the headlines, Harry is said to 

have dashed back to the UK after hopping on a 

flight last Tuesday. 

Meghan – who was previously married to film 

producer Trevor Engelson, but split with him in 

2013 after nine years together 

– met Harry a few weeks after 

breaking up with Canadian chef 

Cory Vitiello in May. According 

to reports, both she and Harry 

were desperate to keep the 

romance under wraps for as 

long as possible. 

Instead of visiting his usual 

southwest London haunts with 

his new love, the party-loving 

prince is said to have chosen quiet evenings in 

during Meghan’s trips to the UK, enjoying ‘movie 

nights’ with home-cooked food and wine. 

In May, Harry – whose last serious relationship 

ended in 2014 when he split from actress 

Cressida Bonas – hinted that he’d take a 

very private approach to dating in the future. 

He explained: ‘I just haven’t had that many 

opportunities to get out there and meet people. 

If or when I do find a girlfriend, I will do my utmost 

to ensure we get to the point where we are 

actually comfortable with each other before the 

massive invasion into her privacy.’ 

Happily, OK!’s insider reveals Harry and 

Meghan have had long enough to form a solid 

bond despite the relationship becoming public 

news. ‘Now that it’s out, I don’t think it’s going to 

affect them that much because they’ve already 

got through 

that early 

relationship 

stage,’ the 

source 

said, adding: ‘It’s been five months now and long 

enough for them to trust each other and know 

each other’s intentions.’

During his recent trip to Toronto, it’s claimed 

Harry made firm friends with Meghan’s two 

rescue dogs, a Labrador/Shepherd cross called 

Bogart and a beagle named Guy. 

Meanwhile, here in Britain, Meghan is said 

to have secured the approval of Harry’s father 

Prince Charles, after her visit for Harry’s  

birthday. It’s thought she also impressed  

Harry’s cousin Princess Eugenie during a double 

date with the royal and her boyfriend Jack 

Brooksbank last month. 

Another source said of the romance: ‘Harry’s 

in a very relaxed period of his life and Meghan 

has come along at the right time. They are taking 

each week as it comes and just enjoying each 

Above and below: Harry 

and Meghan have been 

spotted wearing 

matching bracelets

She posted this photo 

after the relationship 

was made public 

The actress has 

an eye for 

fashion

8

The actress in 

a steamy 

scene in Suits

The American beauty 

was previously 

married to producer 

Trevor Engelson

Her last 

boyfriend was 

Canadian chef 

Cory Vitiello
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other’s company, but it’s fair to say that 

they love seeing each other and there’s 

a definite chemistry between them.’ 

Yet while Meghan may have won the 

approval of the royal family, she needs to 

do a bit more homework when it comes 

to her knowledge of local culture! 

She was quizzed on ‘Britishisms’ 

during an interview earlier this year, 

and managed to get just four out of 15 

questions right! While the Los Angeles-

born star guessed correctly that Fursty 

Ferret is the name of a local ale, she 

failed to guess the national animal of 

England, what the cockney rhyming 

slang ‘apples and pears’ means, or what 

the English term for a sidewalk is.

Still, dating an Englishman has no 

doubt put a smile on her face. In her 

first interview since the story broke, 

the brunette beauty gushed: ‘My cup 

runneth over. I’m the luckiest girl in the 

world.’ While she was officially referring 

to her new clothing line (see page 12), 

many are now suggesting it’s Harry 

who’s responsible for her joy. 

Describing herself as ‘a brash 

American’ in the same interview, she 

also defended the sexy outfits she 

wears on Suits, saying: ‘Yes, those pencil 

skirts on the show are fit within an 

exhale, but I fight for a men’s oversized 

shirt for balance.’ 

It’s thought Meghan’s also left a string 

of ‘clues’ hinting at her royal romance 

on her Instagram account, which Harry 

allegedly follows using a pseudonym. 

The most recent is a photo of a cup of 

tea next to an elephant-shaped teapot 

(below). It appeared in the same week 

pictures emerged of Harry in Malawi 

helping to save the creatures.  

Indeed, one of the couple’s strongest 

bonds is believed to be their shared 

passion for charitable work. Meghan 

works as an advocate for United 

Nations Women alongside Angelina 

Jolie and Emma Watson. As a global 

ambassador for World Vision Canada, 

she has travelled to Rwanda on behalf 

of the charity’s Clean Water Campaign 

and has also visited Afghanistan to 

support US forces and their families. 

‘My life shifts from refugee camps 

to red carpets,’ she has said. ‘I choose 

them both because these worlds can, in 

fact, coexist. And for me, they must.’ 

With a double major in theatre and 

international relations, the intelligent 

and ambitious American – who has 

said: ‘I dream pretty big, but truly had no 

idea my life could be this awesome.  

I am the luckiest girl in the world, 

without question’ – has previously 

insisted: ‘I’ve never wanted to be a lady 

who lunches, I’ve always wanted to be a 

woman who works.’

Travel is also a big priority for 

Meghan, and in the past year she has 

holidayed on Italy’s Amalfi coast and in 

Madrid, Ibiza and Tulum in Mexico. She 

also runs her own lifestyle website, The 

Tig, where she blogs about her love of 

food, fashion, travel and beauty. 

She is very close to her mother, 

Doria, but reportedly has a strained 

relationship with her father, Thomas, 

who used to work as the photography 

director on the set of US sitcom 

Married... With Children. Meghan 

has spoken fondly of spending her 

childhood on set, in between classes at 

a private Roman Catholic school.

Kensington Palace has declined 

to comment on the relationship but, 

intriguingly, a spokesman at talent 

agency Kruger Cowne, which represents 

Meghan, described the romance as 

‘unofficial’ and added: ‘Should this be 

confirmed by the Palace, all of us at 

Kruger Cowne are delighted for them 

and wish them well.’
 
TURN THE PAgE To SEE MEgHAN MoDELLINg HER 
NEW FASHIoN RANgE.

FEATURE  BY MICHELLE gARNETT AND  
CARoLINE MCgUIRE   PHoTogRAPHS BY CHRISTIAN 
BLANCHARD/THELICENSINgPRoJECT.CoM, MARK 
LARgE/‘DAILY MAIL’/SoLo SYNDICATIoN, gETTY 

IMAgES, INSTAgRAM, REx, SILVERHUB, WENN

 OK!

The star in 

character as feisty 

paralegal Rachel 

Zane on Suits

Below: She shares 

Harry’s love of travel.  

Below right: This photo 

is thought to be a subtle 

reference to Harry 

Above: Harry is 

passionate about 

charity work, as is UN 

Women advocate 

Meghan (above right)
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‘I felt lIke  
a prIncess’

meghan markle has the makIngs 

of a style Icon as she launches 

her fIrst fashIon collectIon

an eye for desIgn

feature by julie ann trainor   photographs by 
splash/reitmans.com, getty images, instagram

m
eghan markle isn’t just an 

accomplished actress, blogger 

and philanthropist – the 

impeccably dressed american 

has also turned her hand to fashion design. 

launching her very own autumn 2016 

clothing collection, prince harry’s girlfriend 

has revealed that growing up in la and her 

role in legal drama Suits heavily contributed 

to her unique sense of style.

‘obviously, los angeles is a really 

fashionable city, but it has a really relaxed 

quality to it as well... my fashion education 

came while working on Suits. that was my 

first exploration of really understanding 

high-end designers.’

the five-piece collection for canadian 

retailer reitmans is made in a sophisticated 

palette of black, white and grey, and 

includes a vegan leather skirt and cropped 

trousers, as well as a cashmere-blend 

poncho, all priced at less than £50. ‘i like 

monochromatic and tonal dressing and i 

don’t generally wear prints,’ she’s said. 

the 35 year old explains that she would 

only put her name to something if she felt 

passionately about it, and that her range is 

cost effective for a 

reason. ‘i didn’t come 

from a world where i 

had access to pieces 

that were incredibly 

high quality and 

expensive,’ she’s 

revealed, adding that 

she worked ‘really, 

really hard’ to be 

able to afford pieces 

like those worn 

by her character, 

rachel. ‘for me, it 

has always been 

about high-low,’ she 

adds, continuing: 

‘the other day, i 

put a picture up on 

instagram 

[left] and 

everyone 

said: “oh 

my god, 

what 

are you 

wearing?” 

and, okay, 

yes, it was 

a céline 

bag, but it 

was paired 

with my 

reitmans 

pants, 

forever 21 

sunglasses, 

and a scarf 

from Zara. it’s a hodgepodge because that’s 

how we live our lives.’

in fact, the star treasures her more 

expensive pieces, recalling: ‘my first 

“cinderella moment” in fashion was when i 

was fitted for a miu miu show and they gave 

me this gorgeous blouse and bejewelled 

shoes. those are archivable. i will give them 

to my daughter. they mean so much to me 

because i felt like a princess.’ 

the actress, whose collection will no 

doubt fly off the shelves, says she’s also 

learnt to dress for her shape. ‘now what 

i’m starting to learn is, even though things 

look amazing on the hanger, it doesn’t 

mean they’re going to look amazing on me,’ 

she adds. she’s also revealed that getting 

older has left her feeling ‘more confident’, 

explaining: ‘you don’t need to put that 

much effort in, to be able to throw your hair 

up in that very french way of doing things. 

if your outfit is on point, one thing has to be 

off for you to look perfect.’

turn over to read about meghan’s family. 

Above: Meghan 

models a poncho 

and cropped 

trousers from her 

own collection.  Top 

right: The star in 

character as stylish 

Rachel in Suits.  

Right: Showing off 

her fashion sense 

on Instagram

Above and facing 

page: ‘I like 

monochromatic 

and tonal dressing,’ 

says Meghan

 OK!
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‘i didn’t come 

from a 

world where 

i had access 

to pieces 

that were 

expensive’
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W
hile Meghan Markle’s career has 

gone from strength to strength, her 

family life has been tumultuous in 

recent years. Although the actress is 

incredibly close to her mother Doria Ragland, her 

half-sister Samantha Grant says that relations 

between Meghan, herself and her father Thomas 

have been fraught for several years.

Last week, as news broke of the actress’s 

relationship with Prince Harry, Samantha, who 

was close to the Suits star as a child, poured 

scorn on the romance, claiming Meghan is a 

social climber whose ‘narcissistic’ and ‘selfish’ 

behaviour would horrify the Queen.

The 51 year old, who shares the same dad 

with Meghan, said: ‘Hollywood has changed her. 

I think her ambition is to become a princess.’

The wheelchair-bound mum of three,  

who was diagnosed with  

multiple sclerosis in 2008, added: 

‘It was something she dreamed 

of as a girl when we watched 

the royals on TV. She always 

preferred Harry – she has a soft 

spot for gingers.’

Samantha, a former actress 

and model herself, says Meghan 

used to ring her for advice in 

the early days of her career, but 

claims the pretty brunette has 

shunned her in recent years. ‘Over 

the years she would call me,’ says 

Samantha. ‘We were not close 

but we stayed in contact. I didn’t 

feel a separation from her until I 

was in the wheelchair. The more high profile she 

became, she never mentioned me.’

Samantha believes the rift places Meghan in 

a bad light when it comes to the royal matriarch. 

‘I’m not sure how the Queen would feel about 

someone who shuns their own family,’ said 

Samantha. ‘Meghan is selfish. I think the royal 

family would be appalled.’ She added: ‘The truth 

would kill her relationship with Prince Harry, he 

wouldn’t want to date her any more because it 

puts her in a bad public light.’

Confirming that the couple have been dating 

for five months now, Samantha, who lives in 

Florida, added that her and Meghan’s bankrupt 

father Tom, who has allegedly fled to Mexico 

with debts of £24,000 ‘has known for five 

months’ about the secret romance. She said: 

‘When it came out, Dad said: “I knew it was 

Harry, I just didn’t say anything.”’

Shortly after Samantha spoke out about her 

sister’s behaviour, Meghan’s friends and family 

leapt to her defence, including her half-brother 

Thomas, who shares a father with both women. 

‘We’ve all lived separate lives for many years. It’s 

just not right for her [Samantha] to say that. We’ve 

all been living in different states for 20-odd years.’

He added: ‘I don’t think Yvonne [Samantha’s 

real name] has ever had a real relationship with 

Meghan, so she can’t get away with saying the 

things she’s saying.’ Adding of Meghan: ‘She is 

not selfish, she’s just living happily across 

the country. I don’t think the royal family 

will have a problem with Meghan or her 

family. The only one they might have a problem 

with is somebody saying bad things about her.’ 

Asked if his sister was in a relationship with 

Prince Harry, her half-brother said: ‘Of course, 

it’s all over the Internet.’

Another family member who would dispute 

Samantha’s description of Meghan is the 

actress’s mother Doria, who works as a social 

worker and yoga teacher in Los Angeles.

The two women are incredibly close and 

Doria often accompanies her daughter to red 

carpet events. Meghan’s parents broke up 

when she was just seven years old, but she has 

written about their relationship on her blog in 

the past and the difficulty her mother had as 

a black woman raising a mixed race child in a 

predominantly white neighbourhood.  

‘They moved into a house in The Valley in 

LA, to a neighbourhood that was leafy and 

affordable,’ wrote Meghan. ‘What it was not, 

however, was diverse. And there was my mom, 

caramel in complexion with her light-skinned 

baby in tow, being asked where my mother was 

since they assumed she was the nanny.’

Nowadays, Doria, 60, lives in a relatively 

rough LA neighbourhood called Crenshaw and 

Meghan regularly returns for visits. When the 

news broke of her daughter’s new romance, 

she was coy, saying she had no comment, then 

adding: ‘Look, I really can’t say anything.’
 
TuRN THe PAGe FOR MORe ON PRINCe HARRY’S  
NeW FLAMe.

‘meghan is  
not selfish’

her family speak out

 OK!

meghan’s half-brother thomas jumps to 

the defence of the actress following 

half-sister samantha’s harsh words

Above: With her mum 

Doria and father Thomas 

as a baby (right)

Above: Meghan has been 

blasted by her half-sister 

Samantha (above left).  Left: 

Meghan with her mother Doria
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all 
about 

meghan
ten need-to-know facts  
about the actress who’s 

caught prince harry’s eye

from rescuing dogs to wine!

3. a party lead to  

her big break
Meghan’s acting career began at a party, 

when a friend gave a showbiz manager a 

copy of a film Meghan had made as part 

of her university degree. Her TV debut was 

in daytime soap General Hospital in 2002, 

followed by small roles in shows and films 

including 90210, Knight Rider, Without A Trace, 

Horrible Bosses and Get Him To The Greek. 

Her big break came when she was cast in 

drama Suits (left), now in its sixth season.

1. serena williams and millie 

mackintosh are her friends
Meghan bonded with tennis ace Serena (above left) over fashion and 

chilli sauce, while former Made In Chelsea starlet Millie (above right) 

shares her passion for fitness. Meghan said: ‘I’m eager to come to the 

UK to do a workout with Russell [Bateman], the founder of SBC 

[Skinny Bitch Collective]. My friend Millie Mackintosh raves about his 

workouts so I’ll call her up to do a class together when I’m in London!’

2. she’s a passionate humanitarian 

and human rights campaigner
Aged 11, Meghan 

was so outraged 

by a sexist 

washing-up 

liquid advert 

that she wrote to 

then-First Lady 

Hillary Clinton. 

The advert was 

duly changed. As 

a young woman, 

Meghan studied 

communications 

at Northwestern 

University in the 

States, followed 

by a stint 

working at the 

US Embassy in 

Buenos Aires, Argentina. She later moved to Madrid, Spain.

After travelling to Rwanda this year for the Clean Water 

Campaign (above), she was invited to attend the BAFTAs in London, 

but declined, revealing: ‘My brain, heart, spirit couldn’t shift gears 

that quickly.’ Meghan inherited her sense of compassion from 

her parents, saying: ‘Both my parents came from little, so they 

made a choice to give a lot – buying turkeys for homeless shelters 

at Thanksgiving, delivering meals to patients in hospice care, 

donating any spare change in their pocket to those asking for it, and 

performing quiet acts of grace – be it a hug, a smile, or a pat on the 

back to show ones in need that they would be alright.’ 

 4. she works 

with youth 

charities

Both Prince Harry and 

Meghan have shown 

their support for non-

profit organisations 

that empower young 

people. While Harry 

has spoken at WE 

Day, Meghan is a 

counsellor for One 

Young World (left), and 

has delivered speeches 

on gender equality and 

modern slavery. One 

of her ancestors was 

himself a slave, freed 

when slavery was 

abolished in America.
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feature by michelle garnett   photographs 
by getty images, instagram, splash news

7. her hidden talent is calligraphy
proving she’s a woman of many skills, meghan has worked 

as a professional calligrapher (below) for the likes of Dolce & 

gabbana. she recalls: ‘i did all the place cards and envelopes 

for robin thicke’s wedding – it was great income while i was 

auditioning.’ love notes are 

also the way to meghan’s 

heart. ‘if the guy is going to 

write a girl a letter, whether 

it looks like a doctor’s note 

[or not], if he takes time to 

put pen to paper and not 

type something, there’s 

something so romantic  

and beautiful about that,’ 

she says. 

6. she’s a big deal  

on instagram 
the star has over a million followers on 

the social media app and regularly posts 

snaps. not only does she put up stunning 

selfies (below) and photos of herself 

enjoying holidays with friends, she also 

shares her love of food and fashion. one 

recent post was of her legs in ripped 

jeans with sparkly stilettos (right), 

captioned: ‘friday night.’ 

10. she really loves wine!

meghan has said her first sip of the italian 

blend tignanello lead her to understand 

why people are so passionate about wine 

(left). her lifestyle blog is named the tig 

after her tipple of choice. she loves to drink 

‘copious amounts of rosé’ in the summer, 

and is also a fan of ‘argentinian malbecs, 

french cabs and pinot noirs from oregon’.  

a sophisticated palate, then!
 
turn over to reaD about prince harry’s  
former flames.

9. she has 

two rescue 

dogs 

a quality that will 

surely endear her to 

the royal family is 

meghan’s love of dogs. 

the actress says she 

had a brush with fame 

when she adopted her 

first pooch, labrador/

shepherd cross 

bogart, revealing: ‘i 

was in la and i went 

to this dog rescue 

shelter. i saw him and 

i was sitting there with him and then ellen Degeneres and portia de 

rossi walk in. ellen goes: “is that your dog?” and i said: “no.” and she’s 

like: “you have to take that dog... rescue the dog!”’ bogart needed a 

companion, so meghan then took in a beagle named guy (above).

8. yoga is one of her favourite things

meghan grew up practising yoga (above), revealing: ‘my mum is a yoga 

instructor, and i started doing mummy-and-me yoga with her when i 

was seven.’ the star also says time at home to ‘decompress’ is essential. 

‘i give myself the luxury of downtime. we are all so incredibly busy and 

juggling so many things, but i always take an hour to just decompress, 

watch mindless tv, snuggle with my dogs and enjoy a glass of wine. 

that’s all part of the investment. it’s a balance,’ she reveals. 

meghan also has a refreshingly low-key approach to nights on the 

town. ‘when i get ready to go out, it’s half an hour and we’re out of the 

door. i don’t want to waste time getting ready, i want to have fun. at work 

i get so dolled up that it’s nice to wear jeans and a sweater,’ she has said.   

5. the kitchen is 

her domain

meghan’s passion for food 

began on the set of sitcom 

Married… With Children where 

her father worked as the 

photography director. ‘after 

being there every day after 

school for ten years and 

seeing the appreciation of 

food, i started to learn the 

association between food 

and happiness and being 

able to entertain – i think 

that’s where the seed was 

planted,’ she’s said. her ‘vices’ 

are ‘french fries and vino’ 

(left), and her signature dish 

is pasta with slow-cooked 

courgettes and parmesan.

 OK!
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Prince 
Harry’s 
ex Files 

tHe eligible bacHelor Has enjoyed 

tHe comPany oF some beautiFul 

women – Here’s a round-uP oF  
His rumoured romances…

His Past Princesses 

Natalie PiNkham 2003
The TV presenter (above) met Harry 

through her former boyfriend, rugby 

star Matt Dawson, at a match in 2003. 

Harry was said to be ‘head over heels’ 

for her. There was a furore in 2006 

when a picture taken at a party three 

years earlier was published showing 

Harry apparently groping her breast.

Chelsy Davy 2005-2010
The jewellery designer (above), 

who is the daughter of a wealthy 

Zimbabwean landowner, dated Harry 

on and off for several years, his longest 

relationship to date. Chelsy recently 

said they will ‘always be good friends’.

 

CaroliNe 
FlaCk 2009
The former  

X Factor host 

(left) was 

introduced 

to Harry by 

Natalie Pinkham 

during a night 

out. Caroline 

revealed in her 

autobiography that she ‘really liked 

him’, but added: ‘Once the story got 

out, that was it. We had to stop seeing 

each other. I was no longer Caroline 

Flack, TV presenter, I was Caroline 

Flack, Prince Harry’s bit of rough.’

FloreNCe BruDeNell-
BruCe 2011
Lingerie model and daughter of 

the 9th Earl of Cardigan, Florence 

(above) – also known as ‘Flea’ – was 

first linked to Harry in 2008, but the 

romance became official in summer 

2011. Apparently, ‘Flea’ dumped Harry 

due to his ‘wandering eye’.

mollie 
kiNg 2012
The pair met 

in July 2010 at 

a polo event 

in Surrey. 

Two years 

later, The 

Saturdays 

star (left) 

was spotted 

dancing 

with Harry in 

Battersea’s 

Bunga Bunga 

club. At first 

Mollie denied 

any liaison 

but later 

admitted: 

‘Yes, I have 

met Harry, and we did go out for 

a drink.’

CressiDa BoNas 
2012-2014
The actress and heiress (above) 

dated Harry after his cousin 

Princess Eugenie played Cupid. 

There was talk of an engagement 

and they even made an official 

appearance together. They split 

in April 2014, reportedly after 

a row over arrangements for 

attending the wedding of Harry’s 

pal Guy Pelly and the pressure of 

such a public relationship. 

Camilla thurlow 
august 2014
They 

reportedly 

met 

through 

the Halo 

Trust, one 

of Diana, 

Princess 

of Wales’s 

favourite 

charities. 

Harry asked the former Miss 

Edinburgh (above) to accompany 

him and some friends on a luxury 

yacht in St Tropez. They were 

reportedly spotted kissing at a 

club and ‘stayed in touch via text 

after the first night they kissed’. 

JeNNa ColemaN 2015
Victoria 

actress 

Jenna (left) 

met Harry 

in June last 

year at a 

charity 

polo 

match. 

The prince 

was seen resting his hand on her 

knee and engaged her in ‘flirty’ 

conversation. Harry was said 

to have texted her for a couple 

of months, but she reportedly 

wasn’t interested. When Kate 

Garraway recently quizzed  

Jenna about their relationship, 

she awkwardly replied: ‘Prince 

Harry’s just a friend.’

Juliette 
laBelle 
january 
2016

PR girl Juliette 

(right) was 

spotted with 

Prince Harry 

over the New 

Year while he 

was on a private break in LA, her 

hometown. A source said: ‘The 

prince enjoyed hanging out 

with Juliette. She’s very much 

his type and they hooked up.’

ellie goulDiNg 
june 2016
Harry has known Ellie 

for years. She sang at his 

30th birthday party and at 

William and Kate’s wedding. 

In 2014, Ellie performed at 

the closing ceremony of the 

Invictus Games for Harry and 

they were seen embracing 

afterwards (left). In June 

this year, an onlooker said 

Ellie and Harry were ‘all over 

each other’ at the Audi Polo 

Challenge in Berkshire.  OK!
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W
ith her movie star looks, 

the Duchess of Cambridge 

was Hollywood glamour 

personified as she walked 

the red carpet at the glittering London 

premiere for new film A Street Cat 

Named Bob.

Looking lovely in a £320 Self-

Portrait gown, Kate proved why she’s a 

leading lady when it comes to fashion 

by doing both demure and daring, 

thanks to the crocheted fabric of the 

long-sleeved bodice and rather risqué 

above-the-knee split in the pleated 

skirt. At one point a gust of wind pulled 

the folds of Kate’s skirt apart revealing 

perhaps more than she intended of her 

toned legs!

It’s the first time she’s 

been seen wearing an outfit 

by London label Self-

Portrait, which is favoured 

by the likes of Beyoncé and 

Paris Hilton – who wore 

the very same dress last 

month. The 34-year-old 

duchess, who went solo for 

her evening out at Mayfair’s 

Curzon cinema, added 

a splash of colour with 

an enamelled red poppy 

pinned to her chest. Her wine-coloured 

Gianvito Rossi heels and matching 

Mulberry clutch completed the look.

Despite her stunning arrival on 

the red carpet, Kate was very nearly 

upstaged by the film’s star – Bob the 

cat! The heartwarming film is based on 

the true story of a ginger tom’s unlikely 

friendship with former heroin addict 

James Bowen, who adopted him as an 

injured stray. 

The pair became a common sight on 

James’s busking trips around London 

and led to him writing the now world-

famous book of their escapades.

As Kate greeted cool cat Bob,  

now aged 11, inside the venue, he 

allowed her to give him 

a quick tickle behind 

the ears. ‘Is he purring 

or growling?’ she asked 

James as Bob waved his 

tail around. ‘I’m not really 

sure,’ he replied. ‘He’s 

being very good!’ said Kate 

before moving away, at 

which point Bob leapt onto 

James’s shoulders to take 

up his customary position. 

Kensington Palace  

later uploaded a clip of 

kate’s the 
purrfect 
princess!

The Duchess of cambriDge shines  

in white at the london premiere  

of ‘a street cat named bob’

feline good on the red carpet

Above: Kate tickles a well-

behaved Bob as his companion 

James (above inset) looks on
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The duchess 

looked stunning 

at her first film 

premiere since 

last year’s 

Spectre
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Kate’s encounter with her furry friend 

on Twitter. James’s co-author Garry 

Jenkins gave a copy of the tale to 

the duchess for her children, Prince 

George, three, and 18-month-old 

Princess Charlotte. ‘We are reading a 

lot to them,’ Kate told him.

The premiere, held to honour the 

charity Action On Addiction, of which 

Kate is a patron, was also attended by 

the two-legged stars of the film. Luke 

Treadaway, 32, who plays the role of 

James, arrived with his girlfriend of five 

years, 33-year-old Ruta Gedmintas, 

33, who plays James’s friend and 

neighbour Belle in the film. 

Former Downton Abbey actress 

Joanne Froggatt, who stars as James’s 

support worker Val, was on the arm 

of her husband James Cannon. The 

petite 36 year old looked gorgeous 

in her £1,800 burgundy Maria Lucia 

Hohan gown.

The event marked only the second 

time that the duchess has brought 

some royal glamour to a Hollywood 

film opening, the first being last year’s 

world premiere of Bond movie Spectre.

Earlier that same evening, en 

route to the premiere, Kate went 

to the Working Title film studios in 

Marylebone, where she met former 

addicts and watched their ‘inspiring’ 

movies as part of the Regency Street 

Film Festival. 

TuRn OVER FOR MORE On KATE. 

Below and right: 

Kate wore a £320 

white gown by 

Self-Portrait, 

adding an enamel 

poppy pin and 

burgundy 

accessories

REPORT By MiCHELLE GARnETT   
PHOTOGRAPHS By AndREAS LAMBiS, GETTy 

iMAGES, KGC PHOTO AGEnCy, xPOSuRE

 OK!
Above: Ruta Gedmintas, Luke 

Treadaway, James Bowen, Joanne 

Froggatt and Anthony Head.  Left: Luke 

in character as James, with Bob the cat
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D
espite her late night 

at the A Street Cat 

Named Bob premiere 

last Thursday, the 

Duchess Of Cambridge was 

up bright and early the 

following morning to visit the 

Nelson Trust Women’s 

Centre in Gloucestershire. 

Kate wrapped up 

warm for the outing in a 

recycled baby blue Mulberry 

Paddington coat and a 

printed Dolce & Gabbana 

monochrome skirt. When 

she later removed her  

coat, she was wearing a 

black sweater, which  

she’d pinned her 

commemorative poppy to. 

The visit was part of 

Kate’s ongoing support of 

addiction and mental health 

charities. The Nelson Trust 

– which was established in 

2010 – supports vulnerable 

women, particularly those 

who have experienced abuse 

and trauma. As part of the visit, Kate 

met with the staff to hear about the 

important work they do and also 

some of the women and children 

that they help. 

The 34-year-old mum of two was 

pictured listening to the women’s 

stories and – showing her maternal 

instincts – she also made time to 

chat to some of the young children 

at the 

centre. The 

duchess 

later 

unveiled 

a plaque 

to mark 

her visit 

and also 

accepted 

a basket 

of purple tulips from a shy-looking 

blonde girl. 

Chief executive of the trust  

John Trolan explained why the 

duchess’s support means so much 

to the charity. ‘We know that she 

has a special interest in this area 

and she understands the needs 

of those using our services,’ he 

said. ‘[The duchess’s] insights are 

impressive and her interest 

is sincere,’ he added. 

Earlier that morning,  

Kate had made a private  

visit to HMP Eastwood  

Park, a women’s prison  

in Gloucestershire. She 

learnt about the support 

available to female prisoners 

and their families and also 

met with some female 

prisoners themselves to hear 

their stories.

Charitable 
Kate’s a 

true blue
the duchess of cambridge visits  

a women’s Centre and a female 

prison after a late night in london
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flying solo again

Kate recycled a Mulberry 

Paddington coat and 

Dolce & Gabbana skirt 

for the day trip

Above: Kate wore her poppy 

with pride at the Nelson 

Trust, where she met some 

of the women and children 

the charity helps (below) 

Above: The duchess unveils a 

plaque at The Nelson Trust.  

Top: Receiving flowers
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W
ith reports that 

she is pregnant 

gathering pace, 

radiant-looking 

Cheryl made her first TV 

appearance since the 

rumours surfaced last 

month – and revealed that 

she is feeling ‘really well’.

The singer was 

interviewed on The One 

Show last Wednesday, to tie 

in with her role as the new 

ambassador for Childline, 

a charity for which she has 

also released a hard-hitting 

ad campaign.

Sitting alongside the 

charity’s founder, Dame 

Esther Rantzen, as she 

chatted to hosts Alex Jones 

and Matt Baker, Cheryl, 

33, wore a dark jumpsuit 

with large buttons down 

the front. Viewers quickly 

began speculating online 

that the outfit was hiding a 

growing bump, especially 

as the star seemed to keep 

her hands clasped in front of 

her stomach for much of the 

show. Many noted that her 

face also appeared much 

fuller than in recent months. 

Although no mention was 

made of claims that Cheryl is 

expecting her first child with 

her boyfriend Liam Payne, 

23, host Matt asked her if 

she is enjoying life following 

her ‘fresh start’. It was 

possibly a coded reference 

to her recent divorce from 

her second husband, Jean-

Bernard Fernandez-Versini. 

With a big smile, glowing 

Cheryl replied: ‘I’m great, I’m 

really well – it’s all good.’ 

Later, This Morning host 

Phillip Schofield questioned 

why presenters Matt 

and Alex – who herself is 

expecting a baby – didn’t 

ask about the pregnancy 

rumours. ‘Sometimes guests 

might say before a show: 

“Under no circumstances 

can you ask about this,”’ 

‘i’m really 
well – it’s 
all good’

cheryl makes her first television  

appearance since pregnancy rumours 

began – and her apparent bump seems 

to speak louder than words

as she’s made a childline ambassador

Cheryl appeared to 

sport a visible baby 

bump as she stepped 

out in London, a few 

days before appearing  

on The One Show

While her jumpsuit  

cleverly concealed her 

middle, Cheryl was 

glowing on The One 

Show last week 

Rumours the 

star is expecting 

with boyfriend 

Liam Payne have 

reached fever 

pitch!



Cheryl has been made the 

latest ambassador for 

Childline, which supports 

young people in difficulty

29WWW.OK.CO.UK

‘i wouldn’t 

go back to 

my teenage 

years for 

love nor 

money’



said Phillip. ‘But that leads me to wonder why 

they might have said that. It happens on this 

programme sometimes and normally we will do 

as we’re told, but sometimes we are naughty.’ He 

added: ‘They are very good on that show, so they 

must have been told not to ask.’

During the One Show interview, former Girls 

Aloud singer Cheryl also confirmed that she has 

officially dropped her surname, saying she will be 

known as ‘just Cheryl’. While the show opened 

with her joking about rescuing pigeons as a little 

girl, much of the interview centred on her difficult 

childhood living on council estates in Newcastle. 

‘I grew up with nothing,’ she said. ‘Life isn’t 

perfect. It isn’t the Instagram photos and 

what you see on social media. You are going 

to have hardship.’ She also spoke of her past 

emotional struggles, saying: ‘I was actually quite 

a depressed teenager... Just the pressure of going 

home and your parents wanting you to do well 

in your exams. I wouldn’t go back to my teenage 

years for love nor money.’

Referring to young people who are driven  

to self-harm, the star said: ‘It breaks my heart to 

think that you’re in so much pain you would turn 

to harming yourself as a release.’

The former X Factor judge urged youngsters  

to open up about their troubles, saying: ‘I 

really want to help young people, for the next 

generation to have hope and opportunity.’

Veteran TV presenter Esther, 76, was full  

of praise for Cheryl’s work with Childline,  

saying: ‘People think she’s rich, beautiful and  

she has everything – but it’s the honesty that 

shines through.’ 

In her powerful campaign for the charity, 

which is now in its 30th year, Cheryl sits in a 

school gym, with her voice dubbed over as young 

people speak about their own issues. One girl 

reveals she is being sexually abused at home, 

while a boy admits he is too afraid to tell his dad 

that he is gay.

Cheryl’s appearance on The One Show came 

as a big surprise, especially as she dropped out of 

the star-studded Pride Of Britain awards earlier 

in the week. Revealing her disappointment on 

Twitter, she told fans: ‘Gutted I couldn’t make 

the #prideofbritain awards tonight. One of my 

favourite awards! Good luck to all the nominees 

you’re all amazing.’

Meanwhile, her ex-bandmate Kimberley Walsh 

did little to fend off the pregnancy rumours while 

at the awards. When asked about it on the red 

carpet, the star – who is also expecting – said: ‘It’s 

not that I’m not allowed [to talk about it], it’s just 

that she’s my best friend.’ The plot thickens!

Above, above right and 

top right: Cheryl’s 

moving new adverts 

for Childline

Above: Cheryl appeared with 

Dame Esther Rantzen.  Top: 

The One Show hosts Alex 

Jones and Matt Baker didn’t 

ask if the singer was pregnant

Above: Kimberley Walsh – who’s 

been friends with Cheryl since their 

Girls Aloud days (bottom left) – has 

remained coy on the baby rumours

REPORT BY ANNA POINTER   PHOTOGRAPHS BY  
GETTY IMAGES, INSTAGRAM, PAuL WHITE/CHILDLINE,  

SYCO/THAMES/CORBIS, xPOSuRE

The star on The X Factor in 

December, around the time 

she began dating Liam

30

 OK!
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the                  crowd
All the gossip from 

our showbiz shores
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G
rammy award-winning 

Adele has been dating 

entrepreneur Simon KonecKi 

(right) since 2011, yet she 

insists she doesn’t need a ring 

on her finger to prove their 

relationship is the real deal. 

Despite rumours that the pair 

are keen to get engaged by the 

end of the year, Adele gushed 

in an interview with Vanity 

Fair (below) last week that 

her 42-year-old boyfriend is 

‘perfect’ and admits she has 

found the ‘ultimate love story’.

The superstar also confided that she 

suffered postnatal depression after the 

birth of their four-year-old son Angelo, and 

it had left her 

‘too scared’ to 

have another 

child.

Adele 

revealed she 

wouldn’t talk 

to anyone 

at the time 

about her 

ordeal but 

managed to 

work through 

her struggle 

without 

medication: 

‘Eventually 

I just said, 

I’m going to 

give myself 

an afternoon 

a week, 

just to do 

whatever the 

f**k I want 

without my baby.’ She also insisted that it 

was so important that other mums spoke 

about their struggles. ‘One day I said to a 

friend: “I f**king hate this,” and she just 

burst into tears and said: “I f**king hate 

this, too.”’ She went on: ‘Four of my friends 

felt the same way I did and everyone was 

too embarrassed to talk about it; they 

thought everyone would think they were  

a bad mum, and it’s not the case.’ 

Although don’t be fooled into  

thinking the 28 year old isn’t a hands-on 

mother when it comes to her boy. ‘I’d  

sue the f**kin’ ass off anyone that  

comes anywhere near my child,’  

exclaimed the Londoner.

 The singer looked incredible in the 

photographs which accompanied the 

interview (above).

the december issue of ‘Vanity fair’ is on saLe now.

R
etired rugby ace Ben 

cohen has been left 

red-faced after a sex tape 

featuring him was leaked 

online last week. The former 

England winger, 38, is said to 

be ‘devastated’ after pictures 

of him pleasuring himself 

surfaced on social media. 

The images were captured 

from an intimate two-minute 

video of Ben (right), believed 

to have been taken years ago. 

His main concern at the 

moment, however, is his 

three daughters and how 

they’ll react when they 

are older. Ben has twins 

Harriette and Isabelle, 

eight, with his ex-wife Abby 

(bottom right), and a five-

month-old baby girl called 

Mila with KriStinA 

rihAnoff (right), 

who he met when 

they were partnered 

on Strictly Come  

Dancing in 2013. 

A spokesman for 

Ben said: ‘The matter 

is with his lawyers. He 

and Kristina remain in 

a happy relationship.’

Ben’s sex tape shock
Jesy’s dad involved in  

a fatal hit and run

T
he father of 

Little mix star 

JeSy nelSon 

was arrested 

last week after 

his range rover 

was involved in 

a fatal collision. 

father-of-three 

craig Voyce – 

who was riding 

a motorcycle 

– was left 

unconscious in 

the hit-and-run 

incident outside 

an essex pub. 

the 23 year old 

was pronounced 

dead three hours later.

Jesy’s dad, John nelson (right), 51, 

was arrested close to the scene but has 

since been released on bail pending 

further enquiries. two men said to be 

in the car with John at the time of the 

crash are yet to be found, but John has 

denied he was at fault, saying: ‘i was 

not the driver of this vehicle. the police 

know i was not the driver.’

Jesy, 25 (above), is estranged from 

her father and is not thought to have 

contacted him since learning of the 

tragic news.

adele’s a lady in red









Zayn reveals  
his struggles

F
ormer One 

Direction star 

Zayn Malik says 

he suffered from 

a ‘serious’ eating 

disorder while in 

the band. In his self-

titled autobiography, 

which was released 

last week, the 23 

year old (right) 

reveals: ‘It wasn’t 

as though I had any 

concerns about my 

weight, I’d just go for 

days – sometimes 

two or three days 

straight – without 

eating anything  

at all.’ He admitted:  

‘I think it was  

about control.’

Zayn also  

opens up about his 

departure from 1D, 

which coincided with his 

split from former fiancée 

Perrie edwards (below) 

in March 2015. He says: ‘I 

had been in a bad place 

for a while and I didn’t see 

myself getting out of it 

unless I made a change.  

My relationship with  

Perrie was breaking down. 

To make matters worse, 

there were so many stories  

flying around in the 

newspapers about us 

and it made me want to 

disappear for a while.’ 

Despite the fact that 

he found fame in One 

Direction, the star – who is 

currently dating 21-year-old 

model GiGi Hadid (below) 

– said he would advise his 

17-year-old self against 

joining the band if he could 

turn back the clock. 

Meanwhile, although Gigi 

is one of the world’s most 

in-demand models, designer 

ToMMy HilfiGer sparked 

controversy last week by 

claiming she was  ‘not quite 

as thin’ as other models on 

the runway. Tommy, 65,  

said she only got picked for 

his show initially because 

of her huge social media 

following. After a backlash, 

however, he distanced 

himself from the comments, 

saying: ‘The suggestion that 

I thought she wasn’t thin 

enough upsets me to no end.’ 
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MuM’s the word!

Kate May not be pippa’s 
Maid of honour

she stole the show when she 

acted as maid of honour at 

her sister Kate’s wedding in 2011 

(bottom right), and now PiPPa 

Middleton is planning her 

own big day and is reportedly set 

to marry banking tycoon JaMes 

Matthews in may 2017.

while the duke and 

duchess of caMbridge 

married at westminster abbey, 

pippa, 33, is opting for a low-key 

ceremony at her parents’ local 

church, st mark in englefield, 

Berkshire. and, although Kate and 

william invited 650 guests to a 

reception at Buckingham palace, 

pippa and James (above right) 

will welcome just 150 people to 

celebrate their marriage at her 

parents’ £6 million home. guests 

will receive discreet save-the-

date cards in their christmas 

cards from the couple.

it is understood that Kate 

(below left) will not act as maid 

of honour, but the royal family 

will be represented in the bridal 

party as Prince george and 

Princess charlotte are 

thought to have been asked to 

carry out page boy and flower 

girl duties. the groom, 41, is 

reported to have chosen his 

brother sPencer Matthews 

to be his best man, while 

suzanne neville is tipped to 

design pippa’s wedding dress. 

T
he stork will 

be paying 

former Strictly 

Come Dancing 

professional 

aliona 

vilani and 

her husband 

vincent 

kavanagh

a visit in 

the coming 

months. The 

32 year old has revealed via 

Twitter that she and Vincent are 

expecting their first child. 

Aliona posted a picture of 

Vincent kissing her blossoming 

tummy (above left), saying: ‘Just want to share our  

amazing news! Vin & I are pregnant and we are sooo excited 

to have our little miracle!!! [sic]’ Aliona and Vincent (above 

right) moved to the States this year after she quit Strictly to 

start a family. 

In other baby news, former 

TOWIE star aMy childs may 

have accidently let slip her 

unborn baby’s sex on This 

Morning last week. The 26-year-

old reality star confirmed she 

knew her baby’s gender, but 

wanted to keep it under wraps. 

However, during a debate on 

plastic surgery, Amy – who 

is expecting her baby with 

boyfriend bradley wright 

(left) – stumbled: ‘My daughter… 

If I have a daughter… There will 

be no surgery.’
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F
resh from landing back in the UK after 

a romantic trip to Dubai, Michelle 

Keegan and Mark Wright put on an 

affectionate display at the Pride Of 

Britain Awards. The couple’s relationship 

has been plagued by split rumours since 

earlier this year, but as they stepped out 

together last week they seemed as happy 

and in love as ever – with Michelle even 

revealing that she’s feeling broody!

The former Coronation Street actress, 

who was wearing a midnight blue floor-

length gown by Amanda Wakeley, revealed: 

‘I love children – I always say I’m broody. 

We’re not planning anything just yet.’

Despite Michelle keeping quiet about 

when the couple would like to try for a 

family, Mark’s mum Carol appeared to 

confirm it’s something they’re planning, 

admitting: ‘I will be [a grandmother] soon, 

I’m sure. And they reckon 

they come like buses, 

so I know that’s going to 

happen to me.’

Mark and Michelle 

jetted off for a few days 

in Dubai last month 

for some quality time 

together as Michelle’s 

hectic filming schedule 

has meant they’ve spent 

long periods of time 

apart in 2016. Earlier 

this year, Michelle spent 

two months filming for 

BBC One’s Our Girl in 

Cape Town, while more 

recently she’s been based 

in Manchester filming 

forthcoming ITV drama 

Tina And Bobby.

Opening up about 

staying in contact with 

Mark while away filming for Our Girl, Michelle 

revealed: ‘I thought I’d get homesick, but I 

loved every second of it. There’s Skype. And 

FaceTime, which I use all the time. Mark 

came over, as did my mum and brother. I was 

in contact the whole time I was there. So it 

wasn’t that bad.’

Michelle also revealed the 

embarrassment of watching Our Girl’s 

steamy sex scenes with her family. 

Discussing who she was most nervous 

about watching the show with, she said: ‘Not 

so much my partner... but I’m going to be 

honest, my dad.’ She jokingly added: ‘And we 

haven’t spoken about it since!’ 

As soon as filming was over, the Essex-

based couple proved their relationship 

is solid by jetting to Majorca for some 

downtime together in the sun. Posing for 

pictures with their arms draped around each 

other on Instagram (below left), the couple 

looked the picture of marital bliss.

It was their time apart which first sparked 

rumours that their marriage could be on the 

rocks, but despite the intense speculation, 

Mark and Michelle, both 29, have seemed 

determined to prove that they’re as strong 

as ever. However, the constant speculation 

about their relationship certainly seemed 

to take its toll on Michelle. ‘It’s so annoying 

and the thing is I don’t even read it any more. 

There’s only so many times you can say it’s 

not true, I’m not wearing my ring because 

of this…’ she said. ‘Commenting fuels it 

even more. Leave it. Let them do it. It’s the 

negativity of it that gets to me. There’s more 

to life than being negative and putting a 

negative spin on it.’

However, it seems 

Michelle’s struggle to 

keep her high-profile 

relationship private has 

helped her prepare for 

and connect with her 

upcoming role as Bobby 

Moore’s wife in new ITV 

drama Tina And Bobby. ‘I 

could relate to the story 

and the reason why Tina 

found it so hard,’ she says. 

Michelle is now 

inundated with acting 

offers from both the BBC 

and ITV, but last week on 

The Jonathan Ross Show 

she also revealed she 

feared leaving Coronation 

Street after six years was 

a mistake. She says she 

cried with relief when 

fans reacted positively 

to her first role after the soap, on BBC One’s 

Ordinary Lies. ‘I remember on the night it came 

out. I didn’t want anyone around me and the 

reaction was so positive, so as soon as I saw 

it all I just burst out crying. It was just such a 

relief,’ she said.

With the rumours about their personal 

life firmly behind them, Mark and Michelle 

are preparing to wind down in the lead up 

to Christmas. ‘This year has been very busy, 

working from January to June filming. It’s all 

about finding a balance, and now I am going 

to have some downtime – I’m really looking 

forward to it,’ says Michelle.

TUrN OVEr FOr MOrE STArS AT THE PrIDE OF 
BrITAIN AWArDS.

‘i love children  
– i always say  

i’m broody’
michelle keegan attends the pride of 

britain awards with her husband mark 
wright and talks about starting a family

after some fun in the sun

Below and right: Mark 

and Michelle have 

found time for a 

couple of holidays in 

between her filming 

commitments

Above and facing page: The 

couple glam up for the 

Pride Of Britain Awards

rEPOrT By LAUrA HILLS   PHOTOgrAPHS By gETTy 
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T
he winner of The Great 

British Bake Off 

Candice Brown further 

fuelled speculation 

that she’s engaged to 

boyfriend Liam Macauley, 

after wearing a ring on her 

wedding finger again at the 

Pride Of Britain Awards. 

Candice, who looked 

gorgeous in a full-length 

Phase Eight metallic dress, 

was pictured with a ring on her 

wedding finger for the second 

time in recent weeks as she 

stepped on to the red carpet 

flanked by her partner of  

four years. 

Opening up about how their 

relationship started, Candice 

recently revealed: ‘Liam was 

working behind a bar in Bedford 

and I tried to catch his eye 

subtly. Or not so subtly. Then he 

took me out and we got on so, 

so well.’ She added that Liam, 

who is now a tree surgeon, is ‘a 

little fed up of cake’. 

The appearance alongside 

a host of celebrities topped an 

exciting few weeks for the PE 

teacher, who is being tipped 

for a £1 million pay day after 

winning the BBC One show. 

Despite the speculation 

sparked by her rings, Candice, 

31, has denied she’s engaged to 

Liam. She recently said: ‘Liam 

might have something to say 

about that. If that happened he 

doesn’t know about it!’ 

Candice and Liam weren’t 

the only couple gracing the red 

carpet at London’s Grosvenor 

House Hotel. Pregnant 

Kimberley Walsh was joined 

by her husband Justin Scott as 

she showed off her bump and 

a flash of cleavage in a figure-

hugging sparkly black dress. 

Following weeks of 

speculation, the singer finally 

confronted the rumours 

that her best pal Cheryl is 

expecting her first baby with boyfriend 

Liam Payne. ‘It’s not that I’m not allowed 

[to talk about it],’ Kimberley said when 

questioned on the claims, adding: ‘It’s 

just that she’s my best friend. I don’t 

want to talk about her.’

Among the stars ramping up the 

glamour on the night were Nicole 

Scherzinger, who shared a table inside 

with her fellow X Factor judges Simon 

Cowell and Louis Walsh, as well as her 

act Matt Terry.

candice turns 
up the heat on 
the red carpet!
‘bake off’ queen CandiCe Brown serves 

up some gossip as a smorgasbord  
of stars honour everyday heroes  

at the pride of britain awards

fresh from her win…

Above: Wearing a Phase Eight 

dress, Candice Brown posed 

on the red carpet with partner 

Liam Macauley.  Below: Justin 

Scott and Kimberley Walsh

Nicole Scherzinger 

wore a pink Ermanno 

Scervino gown
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Nicole, who later joined her co-stars 

to present the Child Of Courage Award, 

turned heads in a light pink, ballerina-

inspired Ermanno Scervino dress, as she 

posed for cameras outside the venue. 

With a massive grin plastered across 

his face, music mogul Simon looked proud 

to be accompanied by his girlfriend Lauren 

Silverman as they left two-year-old son 

Eric at home for a night out together. 

The pair spent the majority of the 

night chatting to One Direction star Louis 

Tomlinson, who was accompanied by his 

girlfriend Danielle Campbell. The couple 

were later spotted partying until the 

small hours at London nightclub Cirque le 

Soir with Louis’s sister Lottie. 

X Factor lovebirds Emily Middlemas 

and Ryan Lawrie chose the night for their 

second-ever red carpet outing together. 

Ryan wrapped a protective arm around 

his girlfriend of nine months as they 

prepared to mingle with a host of big-

name celebrities.

Their night out came days after Ryan 

was saved by the lifeline vote for a third 

time in a row on the ITV show. Hitting 

back at his critics on social media, the 20 

year old wrote last week: ‘I am NOT the 

strongest singer in the competition and I 

know that I’m probably (most likely) not 

going to win, but what I can say is I am 

a human being with a dream and I am 

trying to make it become reality.’

Meanwhile, the stars of Strictly  

Come Dancing were out in full force and 

seemed determined to make the most  

of a night away from their gruelling 

training schedules.

Louise Redknapp took a break from 

rehearsing with professional dance 

partner Kevin Clifton to walk the red 

Above: X Factor lovebirds 

Emily Middlemas and Ryan 

Lawrie.  Above right: Simon 

Cowell and Lauren Silverman

Danielle 

Campbell and 

Louis Tomlinson
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Above: Daisy Lowe and 

Aljaž Skorjanec.  Right: 

Alesha Dixon.  Below: 

Jason and Laura Kenny

carpet with her husband of 18 years, Jamie. 

After 42-year-old Louise recently revealed 

that former professional footballer Jamie 

had got ‘angrier and angrier’ about taunts 

of the famous Strictly curse, the pair arrived 

hand-in-hand at the awards. Louise later 

tweeted: ‘One of the most special nights @

prideofbritain with some amazing people and 

I got to spend it with my man.’ 

They were joined by Strictly dance partners 

Daisy Lowe and Aljaž Skorjanec and Laura 

Whitmore and Giovanni Pernice. Laura 

appeared to have made a full recovery after 

temporarily pulling out of the BBC One show 

over fears she’d torn a ligament in her foot, 

showing off her toned figure in a flowing 

Sandra Mansour dress. 

Talking about Daisy’s misfortune to  

find herself in the show’s bottom two  

twice already, Giovanni told OK!: ‘She’s a 

great dancer but I don’t decide. All of us try 

and do our best every week. Aljaž is doing 

an amazing job with Daisy and she’s really 

nice and an amazing dancer. It’s a difficult 

competition, so everybody can be in the 

bottom two,’ adding: ‘Last year I was in the 

bottom two.’

Dazzling in a floral-print gown was Britain’s 

Got Talent judge Alesha Dixon, who wore 

a £129 rose-print bandeau piece from her 

Littleblackdress.co.uk collection. 

As well as celebrities from the world of 

music and television, stars of the sporting 

arena also turned out to show their support 

for the night’s award winners.

Olympic heroes Laura and Jason Kenny 

were on hand to join in the celebrations after 

tying the knot back in September. The gold 

medal winners proved that the honeymoon 

period isn’t over as they cuddled up to each 

other on the red carpet, with Jason recycling 

his wedding suit for the occasion! 

Turn Over fOr Our ChAT WITh CArLey STenSOn AT 
The PrIDe Of BrITAIn AWArDS.

rePOrT By LAurA hILLS   PhOTOGrAPhS By 
exPreSSPICTureS.COM, GeTTy IMAGeS, MArK MOODy, 

rex, Wenn
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Above: Louise and 

Jamie Redknapp.  

Below: Laura Whitmore 

and Giovanni Pernice
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T
he Pride Of Britain Awards 

are always a guaranteed 

tear-jerker and, when we 

caught up with actress 

Carley Stenson on the red carpet, 

she assured us she had her tissues at 

the ready! The stunning blonde was 

enjoying the evening alongside her 

fiancé, Strictly Come Dancing hopeful 

Danny Mac, 28, and his professional 

dance partner, Oti Mabuse. 

The pair met on the set of 

Hollyoaks and got engaged in March 

after five years together, with Carley, 

34, announcing their happy news 

via Twitter with a simple bride 

emoji. Due to tie the knot next year, 

Carley insists they’re immune to the 

infamous Strictly curse – having split 

from an ex-boyfriend while she was 

on the show seven years ago. 

In 2009, Carley broke up with her then-

boyfriend Ricky Whittle during his time on 

Strictly, amid reports he was growing close to 

dance partner Natalie Lowe. However, she has 

said she’s ‘not really worried’ this time around 

as ‘that was so long ago’. 

With homes in both Dorset and Merseyside, 

she and Danny have temporarily relocated to 

London to accommodate his hectic training 

schedule. Talking about his decision to take 

part, she recalls: ‘He said to me: “Do you want 

me to do it? If you don’t want me to do it, I 

won’t.” And I said: “Are you kidding? Do it!”’ 

Stressing that his concern has nothing to do 

with her previous history with the show, Carley 

adds: ‘He just knows we’re both very private, so 

he was like: “This is going to catapult us a little 

bit.” But I was like: “No, babe, do it.”’

Here, Carley talks about hanging out with 

‘stunning’ Oti, next year’s wedding and why 

Danny’s dancing shoes stay on until bedtime…

How are you enjoying watching Danny on 

Strictly, Carley?

Oh, I’m very proud. I knew he’d be good, but 

I didn’t realise he’d be that good! He’s really 

dedicated. He’s even doing it while I’m getting in 

bed – he’s still doing it then! 

Does this mean that your wedding dance will 

be outstanding?

[Laughs] No, not at all, because I’ll be doing it! 

I think we’re just going to go really relaxed and 

laid-back there.

Do you think Danny and Oti could lift the 

Glitterball trophy this year?

I hope so. He just wants to stay in every week. 

Whether he wins it or not doesn’t matter, as 

long as he’s stayed in 

for as long as he can.

What do you think  

of Oti?

She’s absolutely 

stunning! I keep saying 

she’s like a Disney 

princess – I keep just 

looking at her and 

thinking of all of them. 

She’s amazing.

Do you get to hang 

out with her much?

Yes, with Oti and 

her husband Marius 

[Iepure]. We go for dinner and stuff, but it’s just 

nice to get to come out here together.

Would you ever go on Strictly yourself?

If I was ever lucky enough to be asked, I  

would – just to wear the dresses! I’d say: 

‘You can turn off the cameras and just let me 

wear the dresses!’ But I’m just as proud to be 

watching Danny. 

How did you feel when you got the Pride  

Of Britain invite?

I’m so honoured to be here. It’s lovely. I’ve never 

been before!

Have you got your tissues with you tonight?

I do, I’ve got them ready in my handbag. I watch 

the awards every year anyway, so I know what 

to expect, but I think it’s harder when you’re 

actually in the same room. 

THe 2016 PRIDe Of BRITAIN AWARDS TOOk PLACe ON 
OCTOBeR 31 AT THe GROSveNOR HOuSe HOTeL IN LONDON. 
TuRN TO PAGe 108 fOR MORe.

‘I’m very 
proud of 

danny’
Carley StenSon tells OK!’s katIe 

langford-foster about her 
hunky beau and theIr fIrst dance

Above: Carley and Danny on the 

red carpet at the Pride Of Britain 

Awards.  Below: Danny on Strictly 

with ‘Disney princess’ Oti
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as he lIghts up the floor

Above: Danny and  

Carley (top) in 

Hollyoaks





The world’s 

most famous 

supermodel and 

her toyboy lover 

have apparently 

kissed and  

made up.

Kate Moss, 

42, and Count 

Nikolai von 

Bismarck, 29, 

were spotted 

sharing a 

passionate 

clinch on a 

London street 

last weekend 

(right). And two 

days later, Kate stepped out looking 

rather happy at a fashion event in 

London (top right). What’s more, 

the supermodel was also wearing 

the sapphire ring Nikolai is believed 

to have bought for her back in June 

which sparked engagement rumours.

Kate and Nikolai were rumoured 

to have called time on their 

relationship last month, amid claims 

his partying was out of control. 

During the summer, Kate was even 

said to have given up drinking in 

order to encourage the photographer 

into sobriety. If these snaps are 

anything to go by, mum-of-one Kate 

has decided to give their romance 

another go. 

who’s reuniting, going 

strong and moving on…

they’re Back on! 

kate moss and  
count nikolai von Bismarck Packing on the  

Pda in rome

rita ora and andrew watt

Pop star 

Rita 

Ora looked 

happy and 

content in 

the company 

of her new 

boyfriend 

as the pair 

enjoyed 

a Roman 

minibreak 

last week. 

Rita, 25, 

cuddled 

and kissed 

US rocker 

Andrew Watt 

as they took 

in the sights 

of the Italian 

capital. 

Dressed casually, the pair 

enjoyed dinner at Emma 

restaurant before taking in the 

sights from the iconic Piazza di 

Spagna, at the bottom of the 

Spanish Steps. At one point, 

26-year-old Andrew sweetly 

planted a kiss on Rita’s head 

(above) and they were later  

seen heading back to their hotel  

with their arms wrapped around 

one another. 

Rita and Andrew are thought 

to have been quietly dating for a 

number of months and are said 

to be ‘inseparable’. 

#affordableluxury
facebook.com/baylisandharding  



‘Smitten’  

After splitting up from his wife Millie 

Mackintosh in February, Professor 

Green now seems to have fallen for model 

Fae Williams. 

The 32-year-old rapper (right), aka 

Stephen Manderson, is thought to have 

taken the blonde (bottom right) on a string 

of low-key dates 

in south London. 

A source revealed: 

‘Pro and Fae 

have been really 

close for a while 

and have tons of 

mutual friends. 

They’ve always had 

a thing for each 

other, but it was 

only a few months ago that Pro decided to 

make his feelings known to Fae. She was 

smitten and they’ve been inseparable.’ 

The insider added: ‘He’s been on loads 

of dates since splitting with Millie but this 

is serious. He’s really into Fae and doesn’t 

want to mess it up.’ 

After slamming Millie, 27 (above with 

new boyfriend, former Made In Chelsea 

star Hugo Taylor), in his recent single One 

Eye On The Door, Pro took another jibe 

at his marriage to ex-wife last week. The 

rapper said he ‘took [his] eye off the ball’ 

for two years – almost the length of his 

marriage – by swapping music for A-list 

partying with the socialite. Ouch!

Perrie edwardS  

and Claudimar neto 

another romanCe?

Fresh from her summer 

romance with Our Girl star 

Luke Pasqualino, Perrie Edwards 

has been spotted partying with 

another handsome man! 

The 23-year-old Little Mix 

star celebrated Halloween on 

the arm of Claudimar Neto, 

one of her backing dancers, 

ensuring all eyes were on her in 

a glittering mermaid costume 

(right). Meanwhile, her muscly 

companion, 27, who hails from 

Angola, sported head-to-toe 

white, even covering his face 

with white paint. 

The 

pair (right) 

partied the 

night away 

at London’s 

Freedom bar 

with a large 

group of 

friends and 

left hand in 

hand, with 

Claudimar 

leading 

Perrie into 

the back of a 

waiting car. 

ProfeSSor Green  

and fae williamS
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all you need to know about the latest tinseltown goings-on...
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T
hey may be one of the 

world’s most powerful 

couples, but Beyonce 

and Jay Z weren’t afraid to 

show their playful sides this 

Halloween.

The couple – who are 

parents to four-year-old 

Blue Ivy – decided to dress 

up as Barbie and Ken this 

year (left), while their cute 

daughter donned a mini 

Barbie outfit, too.

Really bringing their 

costumes to life, Beyoncé, 

35, and Jay Z, 46, even 

posed inside toy boxes 

to add to the illusion 

of themselves as dolls. 

Beyoncé shared a shot of 

herself with her 87 million 

Instagram followers (right).

The star looked incredible 

as she posed as the plastic 

figurine in a black and 

white striped bodysuit, 

retro sunglasses and gold 

hooped earings. Jay Z’s 

Ken impersonation was 

equally impressive in a black 

suit in a Black Collector Edition 

40th Anniversary Ken Box. Little 

Blue, meanwhile, wore a Barbie-

emblazoned black bomber jacket 

which she paired with a purple 

skirt and silver shoes.

Famously private couple 

Ryan ReynoLDS and 

BLaKe LIVeLy welcomed 

their second child five weeks 

ago and had managed 

to keep the details to 

themselves. but last week, 

the 40-year-old Deadpool 

star accidentally let slip that 

his wife has given birth to 

another girl. The pair (right) 

already have a daughter, 

James, who will be two  

in december.

while appearing on talk 

show Conan, ryan admitted 

that having two children 

under the age of two years 

old is ‘tough’ and that living 

in a house with three other 

females means there’s ‘a 

lot of oestrogen. it’s like an 

American girl doll took a 

s**t on my life,’ he joked. 

After his appearance, his 29-year-old 

wife took to instagram to indicate he 

was in ‘huge trouble’ for revealing the 

secret. she posted a picture of a brownie 

and a glass of milk (right), his token of 

apology to her. ‘The ways i know that  

@vancityreynolds got himself into huge 

trouble tonight,’ she wrote. 

ryan lets slip he’s 
had another girl

Beyonce and Jay Z do BarBie and ken!

H
ollywood star JuStIn theRoux 

sent Instagram users into 

meltdown last week when he 

seemingly took a swipe at his wife’s 

ex-husband BRaD PItt. The Girl On 

The Train star (right) shared an image 

of street artist Nick Flatt’s work (below 

right) of a young woman in front of 

a background filled with expletives. 

Among some of the slogans read the 

words ‘F**k politics’, ‘F**k war’ and 

‘F**k Brad Pitt’. Apparently innocently, 

he captioned the image: ‘Current 

election mood.’

But fans were quick to note the 

writing on the wall, and claimed the 

star was making a dig at his wife 

JennIfeR anISton’s 52-year-old ex. 

Justin, 45, 

insists it was 

innocent, and he’s 

not that childish. 

He wrote in a 

comment, which 

was subsequently 

deleted: ‘I’m not 

throwing shade 

because I’m not 11 

years old.’

Jen’s man 
Justin appears 

to diss Brad! 
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Canadian crooner Michael BuBle has revealed why he would be 

reluctant to put his moves to the test on Strictly Come Dancing. The 41 

year old last week admitted: ‘I would be too afraid that I would fall in love 

with the professional that I would be dancing with. I honestly do not know 

how everyone is not having sex with everyone else in that show.’

The singer tied the knot with gorgeous Argentinian actress luisana 

lopilato back in 2011 and the pair are parents to sons Noah, three, 

and nine-month-old Elias (below). But the happily married star hasn’t 

always been quite so clean cut. After scoring a record deal in his twenties, 

Michael 

says he 

handled his 

rising fame 

‘poorly’ and 

recently 

admitted: 

‘I regret 

the way I 

treated a lot 

of my family 

and myself.’ 

The star – 

who battled 

marijuana 

addiction 

early on in 

his career 

– added:  ‘I 

was reckless 

with hearts. 

But I got my 

karma.’

K
nown for venting about 

her exes in her songs, it 

appears pop star taylor 

swift’s latest subject 

matter is her ex calvin 

harris (below left).  

Better Man – which Taylor 

has penned for country 

band Little Big Town – 

is thought to be about 

32-year-old Calvin. The 

lyrics include: ‘I gave you my 

best and we both know you 

can’t say 

that. We 

might 

still be 

in love, if 

you were 

a better 

man.’ 

Taylor 

– who 

presented a gong at last week’s CMA 

Awards (above) – split from The Night 

Manager star toM hiddleston (left) 

shortly before the song’s release, 

so it’s unlikely to be about him. 

Before that she was in a 15-month 

relationship with Scottish DJ Calvin, 

whose ears are possibly burning!

has taylor dished on 
calvin in new song?

kim missing from kendall’s birthday bash

T
he Kardashian family pulled 

out all the stops for Kendall 

jenner’s 21st birthday last week. 

Kendall wore a silver mini-dress (left) 

before changing into a sheer, slinky 

catsuit from British designer julien 

Macdonald, which she teamed with 

a green stole (far left).

Her milestone birthday party 

took place at Catch restaurant in 

Hollywood and she was also joined by 

sisters Kylie jenner (below centre), 

Kourtney Kardashian and Khloe 

Kardashian (bottom, second from 

right), as well 

as mum Kris 

jenner , who 

was with her 

boyfriend corey 

GaMBle (right). 

Notable by her absence was  

KiM Kardashian. The star has been 

missing from the spotlight since being 

robbed at gunpoint on October 3. Kim 

broke her social media silence last 

week to upload an image to Facebook 

but the subsequently deleted photo 

was thought to have been automated 

ahead of her recent trauma.  

Stressed Kim, 36, is also said to 

have lost 10lb as she struggles to 

recover from her ordeal, and she was 

photographed recently looking pale 

and gaunt (below right). We hope 

you’re soon back to your 

best, Kim! 

‘strictly’ no dancing 

for ‘reckless’ michael
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D
espite recently being rocked by rumours 

they’d split up, Marnie Simpson and 

Lewis Bloor looked as loved up as ever 

as they frolicked in the sun in Ibiza last 

week. Marnie, 24, showed off her impressive 

figure in a revealing white one-piece swimsuit, 

and TOWIE hunk Lewis couldn’t keep his eyes 

off the Geordie Shore star. The pair enjoyed a 

shower together before strolling hand-in-hand 

– and Lewis also gave his gorgeous girlfriend  

a piggy back ride.

Earlier in the week, the body-conscious 

couple, who got together on Celebrity Big 

Brother in June, had been working up a sweat 

at the Box Fit Ibiza bootcamp – Lewis being 

one of the team’s fitness instructors. The 

beach-based regime 

was obviously worth 

the effort and Marnie 

later tweeted: ‘I feel 

AMAZING. Healthy 

and fresh.’ 

But despite their 

devotion to exercise, 

the pair still enjoyed 

plenty of one-on-

one time during their 

holiday, and Lewis, 

26, shared a sexy snap on Instagram showing 

him and Marnie cuddled up in the pool  

together (below).

Marnie’s exes include Lewis’s TOWIE co-star 

Ricky Rayment, who she was briefly engaged 

to, and fellow Geordie Shore regular Aaron 

Chalmers, who’ll be sharing the infamous party 

house with her when she returns to the MTV 

show this week.

Rubbishing suggestions that she’ll cheat on 

Lewis while they’re apart, Marnie insists their 

relationship is 

the real deal 

compared to her 

past boyfriends, 

saying: ‘I love 

Lewis more than  

I’ve loved any of 

them so it won’t 

be an issue.’ 

It’s no wonder 

the Newcastle 

native is now 

considering 

buying a house 

in Essex to  

be closer to  

her man!

Lewis and Marnie’s 
Love isLand

The ‘CBB’ sTars’  

roManCe is going froM 

sTrengTh To sTrengTh as  

Marnie SiMpSon and  

LewiS BLoor enjoy a 

fiTness Trip To iBiza
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 OK!

Making up noT Breaking up!

Above and left: 

Marnie and Lewis 

show off their bodies 

after a visit to 

bootcamp in Ibiza 

With her 

ex Aaron 

Chalmers

Above: Marnie 

hitches a ride on 

Lewis!  Left: The 

lovers cuddle up 

in the pool
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‘I love It when nIcole 

flIrts wIth me – It makes 

all my frIends jealous!’

the ‘X factor’ favourIte

OK!’s laura hIlls chats to Matt terry about hIs relatIonshIp wIth 
hIs mentor and some rather Indecent proposals from hIs fans…
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W
eek after week, X Factor star  

Matt Terry has blown away the 

judges with his emotional 

performances, which have made 

him hot favourite to win this year’s show. 

When OK! catches up with him ahead of girl 

band versus boy band week, the 23-year-old 

singer can barely believe his luck.

‘It’s completely mind-blowing, but at  

the same time it’s quite scary. I’m definitely 

feeling the pressure to keep getting good 

comments,’ he reveals.

Unlike many others in the series, the 

former waiter has had nothing but praise 

from the judges, and he seems to have found 

a particularly big fan in his mentor Nicole 

Scherzinger – she even threw her leg on 

the judges’ table to flash her thigh during 

his performance of Marvin Gaye’s I Heard it 

Through The Grapevine. ‘I love it when Nicole 

flirts with me,’ Matt laughs.

Despite finding himself with no shortage of 

attention from the ladies, the X Factor hopeful 

– who spent much of his childhood living in 

Spain but now lives in Bromley, Kent – insists 

he plans to stay firmly single after splitting 

from his girlfriend of three years, dancer 

Jasmine Avis, earlier this year.    

Here, Matt exclusively opens up 

about being favourite to win, meeting his 

doppelgänger Louis Tomlinson and having 

women asking him to sign their underwear… 

What has it been like getting such amazing 

comments from the judges week after 

week, Matt?

It’s kind of mind-blowing but amazing at the 

same time. It’s also a bit scary.

Why is it scary?

It puts a bit of pressure on me to keep getting 

such amazing feedback. At the moment my 

tactic is to work as hard as I can in the week and 

really push myself to deliver on Saturday night. 

Did you have fun at the Pride Of Britain 

Awards last week?

It was a very emotional night, but it was 

incredible to hang out with Nicole outside 

of work and to let our hair down a bit. I met 

Michelle Keegan briefly, which was pretty 

incredible. She’s so pretty. 

We saw that you met Louis Tomlinson, too…

It was a pretty quick meeting, but very funny. 

We grabbed a selfie together [bottom centre] 

and he wished me luck on the show. Seeing 

him in real life made me realise we don’t look 

that much alike – although we do look weirdly 

similar in the selfie I took.  

You seem very close with Sam Lavery – is 

anything going on between you?

Absolutely not! 

Sam is six years 

younger than me. 

She is a cool girl 

but she’s like a little 

sister to all of us 

boys, we all look 

after her. 

Have you had 

much female 

attention since 

joining the show?

I’ve had a few 

indecent proposals 

on social media and recently a group of 

women turned up at the house and wanted 

me to sign their underwear. It’s been crazy but 

I really appreciate all the support. My life has 

changed so much over the past few weeks  

but I’m trying to not let it go to my head.

Nicole seems to flirt with you a lot!

When she flashed her thigh at me, I was in 

total shock – I didn’t know where to look! It 

was just about the biggest compliment I could 

have got. I love it when Nicole flirts with me –  

it makes all my friends jealous!

What’s your relationship like with Nicole?

We’ve definitely got a lot closer over the past 

few weeks. I find it really easy to talk to her 

now and she’s always there whenever I need 

her. She’s always asking me if I have any needs 

or worries, she genuinely wants to help us. I 

have her personal assistant’s number and if 

ever I need her, she calls right away.

Do you get to spend much time with her  

off camera?

She’s always popping round the house to see 

how we’re getting on. She’s trying to organise 

for me and Ryan [Lawrie] to do a workout 

Matt surrounded by 

a bevy of beauties 

on the show

Above: A selfie with Louis 

Tomlinson.  Top: Nicole 

flashes her thigh!

Matt with 

‘little sister’ 

Sam Lavery
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Matt says he’s 

single and now is 

the time to focus 

on his career

‘When nicole 
flashed her 
thigh at me,  

i didn’t knoW
Where to 

look!’





with her, 

which is pretty 

terrifying as 

she’s in great 

shape!

Have you 

been hitting 

the gym since 

starting the 

live shows?

I did at the 

beginning, but 

our weeks are 

so busy that I 

barely have  

any time. We have a chef at the house who  

cooks us really healthy meals, though, so that 

keeps us in shape.  

Are you dating anyone at the 

moment?

I’m not looking for a relationship at 

the moment. I came out of a long-

term relationship a few months  

ago, so now is my time to focus  

on my career. 

Have you heard from your former 

girlfriend Jasmine Avis since being 

on the show?

We have the same group of mates, so we’re still 

good friends. She’s been super supportive of me 

doing the show. We were together for almost 

three years, so I’m glad we’ve managed to keep 

some kind of relationship. 

Why did you split up?

She broke up with me and, while I was pretty 

upset, we both knew it was the right decision. 

I was trying to make it as a singer and she was 

trying to make it as a dancer, so we were holding 

each other back.

Do you draw on your split to find emotion 

when singing?

One of the best bits of advice Nicole has given 

me is to dig deep and emotionally connect 

with what I’m singing. I get inspiration for that 

from lots of different places, including past 

relationships and my family, too. For me, Nicole 

is the best mentor because she’s been in this 

industry for so many years, so she knows exactly 

what she’s doing.

How has the vibe changed now that you’re 

getting nearer to the final?

It’s changed a lot. A lot of my close friends have 

left the competition, which has been hard to go 

through. I’m still enjoying it but I miss them. 

Were you surprised when Gifty Louise  

left the competition?  

I was shocked – I always thought she would be 

a finalist. That was scary because it made me 

realise that it could happen to anyone. 

A lot of people have said Gifty has been a sore 

loser since leaving the show, do you agree?

No, I think she was just really shocked. Gifty 

wanted to go all the way to the final, so it was just 

a bit of a blow for her. Everyone handles things 

differently – I don’t think any of us can predict 

what we’d do or say if we were to be kicked off. 

Honey G has been booed a few times – do you 

think that’s fair?

It’s a real shame. She is always so full of energy 

and positive backstage and she genuinely loves 

performing. There’s no one having more fun 

on stage than Honey G. She fully deserves her 

place in the show. 

Olly Murs recently said that X Factor 

contestants these days just want fame –  

do you agree?

I can only talk from my point of view and say 

that’s not the case for me. Fame is just part of 

the package when you’re a successful singer, but 

music will always come first. 

How is life in the X Factor house?

It’s mad. By 8am there’s usually a camera crew 

there filming us, so it’s crazy. I share a room with 

Ryan, which is nice because we’re really close. 

We help each other out a lot.

Ryan has been in the 

bottom three a few 

times – does that get 

him down?

It’s given him more fight 

– every time it happens 

he comes back stronger. 

He doesn’t let it get to 

him. I hope he doesn’t go 

because I’ll be in a room 

on my own!

Which other contestants 

do you spend the most 

time with?

I love the 5 After Midnight 

boys, especially Jordan [Lee]. We all love winding 

each other up and pulling pranks on each other. 

Tell us about growing up in Spain…

My nan and granddad moved over there 15  

years ago and, when I was ten, my family 

decided to move over there and join them. We 

moved back here when I was 18, but I have a lot 

of friends over there so I go back whenever  

I can. It feels like I have two homes. My mum, 

dad and two brothers are so supportive of me 

doing The X Factor, they’re at the studio every 

single week. I’m feeling quite homesick at the 

moment so I’m really looking forward to seeing 

them after my performance.

‘THE x FAcTOR’ IS ON ITv, SATuRdAy ANd SuNdAy NIGHTS.

TWITTER.cOM/LAuRAcHILLS   pHOTOGRApHS By 
FAcEBOOk, FAMEFLyNET, INSTAGRAM, LORNA ROAcH, MARk 

MOOdy, pLANET pHOTO, WENN

 OK!

Matt’s 

roomie 

Ryan Lawrie

Above: Matt draws on past relationships 

to connect with a song when performing.  

Below left: Matt says Nicole is ‘always 

popping round.’  Bottom: Former girlfriend 

Jasmine Avis.  Bottom right: Matt was 

shocked when Gifty was given the boot
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what a 
frightfully 
good night!

the stars showcase some 
amazing costumes at Jonathan 

Ross’s hilarious halloween bash

thrills and chills

J
onathan Ross’s annual 

Halloween party was a 

spooktacular affair, as  

A-list guests flocked to his  

north London home in 

an array of ghoulish 

fancy dress outfits.

Holly Willoughby and 

husband Dan Baldwin 

led the celebrity couples, 

making a shock entrance 

as a zombie ‘Tinkerhell’ 

and a blood-thirsty 

Captain Hook. The X 

Factor host Dermot 

O’Leary gave us his best 

pout as Derek Zoolander, while his 

wife Dee looked suitably chic as US 

Vogue editor Anna Wintour. 

I’m A Celebrity: Extra Camp’s 

Joe Swash gave partygoers a 

fright in his vampire get-up, while 

his girlfriend and co-host Stacey 

Solomon showed off her taut tum 

in a shimmering mermaid costume. 

Just hours before jetting 

off with Joe to start filming 

the show in Australia, she 

tweeted: ‘What a great 

night with lovely friends 

draggin myself thru mazes 

& up stairs in a seriously 

tight fin, #MermaidDrama I 

love u @realjoeswash [sic].’ 

(See page 68 for more 

from Stacey and Joe.)

Gogglebox star – and 

rumoured I’m A Celebrity… contestant 

– Scarlett Moffatt arrived with her 

boyfriend Luke Crodden in a Day 

Of The Dead-inspired outfit. It was 

a theme also picked by singer Lily 

Joe Swash gives a 

toothy grin in his 

vampire get-up as he 

holds hands with 

girlfriend Stacey 

Solomon, who was 

dressed as a mermaid

Mad scientist Gary Lineker arrives with 

his sons Tobias, George and Angus, 

and ex-wife Danielle Bux, who 

portrayed Shakespeare’s Titania

Dermot O’Leary dressed 

as Derek Zoolander, 

while his wife Dee was 

the spitting image of 

Anna Wintour

Above: David Walliams 

as Donald Trump.  

Below: Jimmy Carr  

as himself being 

resuscitated

Above: Scarlett Moffatt with boyfriend 

Luke Crodden as The Joker from Suicide 

Squad.  Top inset: Host Jonathan Ross
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Allen, who looked unrecognisable in  

her sugar skull make-up and ‘corpse 

bride’ gown.

Despite divorcing in January, amicable 

exes Danielle Bux and Match Of The Day’s 

Gary Lineker turned up together with 

Gary’s sons Tobias, Angus and George. 

Danielle – who’s said to be ‘ready for 

babies’ with her new man, LA-based lawyer Nate Greenwald – looked 

leggy as Titania from Shakespeare’s A Midsummer Night’s Dream while 

Gary embodied a mad scientist.

Arriving solo was Britain’s Got Talent judge David Walliams as US 

presidential candidate Donald Trump, complete with fake tan and 

dodgy hairpiece, while funnyman Alan Carr donned a gold bomber 

jacket and cap as X Factor rapper Honey G. Earlier in the day, fake 

blood-covered corpses were seen piled up outside the property and 

party host ‘Wossy’ tweeted photos of the hair-raising decorations, 

including a werewolf in a red dress chained to the garden swing!

Lily Allen wore  

a Day Of The Dead-

inspired costume

Above: Holly Willoughby as 

‘Tinkerhell’ and husband Dan 

Baldwin as Captain Hook.   

Right: Some morbid props arrive!

Above: Ellie 

Goulding opted for 

bleeding eye and 

nose make-up. 

Below: Alan Carr  

as Honey G

rEporT By miCHELLE GArNETT   pHoToGrApHS By ‘DAiLy mAiL’/SoLo, EroTEmE.
Co.Uk, fAmE fLyNET, GETTy imAGES, rEx, vANTAGENEWS.Co.Uk

 OK!

Jonathan tweeted 

this snap of his 

creepy preparations!



‘I defInItely won’t be 

namIng hIm “baby greg” 

lIke sam’s baby Paul’
as she looks forward to the arrIval of her second chIld, 

billie faiers tells ok!’s chrIssIe reeves how thrIlled she Is to fInd 

out she’s exPectIng a baby boy, a lIttle brother for nelly

sharIng some excItIng news…
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B
illie Faiers is brimming with excitement 

when we catch up with her at her 

Brentwood home. After a quick hello, it’s 

a matter of seconds before she’s sharing 

some very exclusive news following a recent 

scan, exclaiming: ‘We’re having a baby boy!’

Former TOWIE star Billie, who is now 22 

weeks pregnant with her second child with 

fiancé Greg Shepherd, is thrilled to be expecting 

a little brother for their daughter Nelly, two, in 

March. ‘We’re over the moon and we can’t stop 

smiling,’ Billie tells us. ‘Greg’s so excited, too, 

because every man would like a boy!’

But when it comes to baby names, Billie, 26, 

definitely won’t be following in her sister Sam’s 

steps and naming the baby after his dad. ‘We 

love traditional names like George or Edward – 

we definitely won’t be naming him “baby Greg” 

like Sam’s baby Paul,’ she laughs.

Here, we chat to Billie about eating ‘non-

stop’, play dates with baby Paul and her 

concerns over how Nelly will react to her new 

baby brother…

 

Congratulations on having a boy, Billie!

Thank you, we’re so excited. We’re in complete 

shock. Greg and I always thought we’d just have 

girls and everyone around us put that in our 

heads, too. We couldn’t stop laughing during 

the scan. I said to the sonographer: ‘No! Are 

you sure? Can you check again?’ She checked a 

few times so it’s definitely a boy. We can’t stop 

smiling. Greg’s so excited because every man 

would like a boy. Greg got quite emotional, but 

he’s over the moon. Having all sisters and all girl 

cousins, he’s the only one in his family that could 

carry on his family name. His dad was really 

excited, too.

 

Do you feel different this time?

Yes, but only recently. With Nelly I was certain 

I was having a girl, but lately I’ve been eating 

non-stop all day long, but after 5pm I’m not 

hungry, whereas with Nelly I was the opposite. 

Samantha was the same with baby Paul, 

so I said to her: ‘I actually 

think this might be a boy!’ I 

feel so lucky. A girl would’ve 

been lovely but a boy is 

great because we can 

experience having one of 

each. Any more children 

we have after this will be 

a bonus.

 

Did you find out at the 

20-week scan?

No, we found out during a 

private scan just before the 

20-week scan.

How did Sam react?

She was so excited because she can give me 

loads of tips on how to look after a boy.

 

Do you think your new baby and baby Paul 

will be like brothers?

Yes, exactly, that’s what we said. They’re going 

to grow up together and be really close. Nelly 

won’t feel left out because she’s quite a tomboy. 

I really hope Sam stays in Essex so they can 

have play dates together.

 

Is there any update on Sam’s decision to 

move to Surrey?

She’s definitely got plans to move, but for 

Christmas and the arrival of our new baby, 

I think she’ll stay in Essex. By next summer 

they will definitely have 

moved somewhere, or done 

something different!

Maybe Sam will just fall 

pregnant again instead of 

moving…

Hopefully, yes! I know she 

wants more and we’ll have 

them close in age.

 

Have you thought of any 

boys’ names?

We want to see him first but 

we love traditional names like 

Edward and George. I definitely won’t be naming 

him ‘baby Greg’ like Sam’s baby Paul. We might 

make the middle name Gregory, but it won’t be a 

first name.

 

Have you been out buying loads of new 

blue stuff?

I said to Greg: ‘I’m going to have to get everything 

new!’ I’ve bought a few bits from The White 

Company but I’ll buy more over Christmas. I’m 

just going to buy lots of white – it looks lovely on 

babies. I’ve got so many of Nelly’s clothes and I’ll 

keep them in case Samantha or I have another 

girl. I’ve told Samantha to keep all baby Paul’s 

nice stuff for me!

 

Does Nelly understand she’s going to have a 

baby brother?

She’ll say: ‘I’m going to have a baby brother!’ 

But then she gets confused and says: ‘A baby 

brother or sister?’ I don’t think it’s sunk in, so 

I’m intrigued to see what she’ll be like when the 

baby arrives. I thought the Faiers family had 

strong genes, but the Shepherd gene is even 

stronger – Nelly looks just like Greg, but her 

personality is just like mine, so I’m hoping this 

little boy looks more like me.

 

Have you got the new nursery ready for the 

baby yet?

Not yet, but Nelly’s room is all pink and girlie, 

so we’ve now got to do a whole new room 

which is quite exciting. We’ve got a second 

dressing room on the same floor as our bedroom 

which we’ll change into a nursery, but he’ll 

be in our room for the first seven months 

anyway. We’ll get into baby mode in the New 

Year. Nelly is still coming into our room at night 

so we really need to sort that out before the new 

one arrives.

 

Have you and Sam been out together recently?

No! We’re never going to get a night out at this 

rate, because by the time I have this baby she 

could be pregnant again. It probably won’t 

end up being until my 30th, but we’ve got the 

Minnies Boutique Christmas party coming up, 

even though I can’t drink! I’ll definitely go on a 

big night out to wet the baby’s head. I did the 

same six weeks after Nelly. I sat at the table 

FaceTiming Greg, asking him to show me Nelly – 

I was only ten minutes down the road!

Are you finding it hard to dress?

I’ve been living in leggings, a vest, cardigans and 

trainers. It’s nice to show off your bump, but if I 

wear something baggy I look big. Greg said to 

me: ‘Your bum is looking a bit more perky!’ I was 

like: ‘What do you mean?’ My bum has definitely 

got bigger.

Above: Billie and her fiancé Greg 

Shepherd and their daughter Nelly.  

Below: Billie and her sister Sam
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‘I feel so lucky,’ Billie tells us. ‘A 

girl would’ve been lovely but a 

boy is great because we can 

experience having one of each’

‘i really hope 

sam stays in 

essex so the 

boys can have 

play dates 

together’
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Billie and the family have been 

suffering with a sickness bug, 

but the star is looking forward 

to a holiday
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How are you feeling?

I’ve felt awful the past week because Nelly, 

Greg and I have all had a horrible sickness bug 

that really took it out of me, but we’re off on 

holiday next week. We’re heading to Dubai 

with Ferne McCann and a whole group of 

friends. Samantha was going to come but they 

want to go away in the New Year now. Greg, 

Nelly and I are going on a babymoon to the 

Maldives afterwards.

 

Are you going on the hunt for wedding venues 

while in the Maldives and Dubai?

We might, but I’ll probably just want to relax!

 

How are you going to juggle having two 

children and a career?

It’s going to be so much more of a challenge – I 

can just about manage with Nelly now without 

a nanny or childcare, so I’ll need an extra pair 

of hands. I don’t want a nanny, I’d rather have 

my mum’s help but she works full time at 

Minnies. We need to think about some extra 

help otherwise it’ll be impossible. Samantha’s 

lucky because she has Paul’s mum Gaynor 

who doesn’t work and goes everywhere with 

Samantha and the baby. Greg’s mum works 

and lives in Surrey. Nelly started nursery at 18 

months for one afternoon a week and I wouldn’t 

want the new baby in nursery any sooner.

 

What do you think of the reaction to Sam’s 

show The Mummy Diaries?

The show is getting better as it goes on, it’s more 

real. People are 

always going to 

be judgmental of 

Samantha. She’s 

so thick-skinned 

but gets annoyed 

with some people 

being so negative. 

I just say to her: 

‘They’re all talking 

about the show 

because they’re 

interested. You 

know the truth, 

who cares?’ Luckily 

I get positive 

feedback from 

people.

 

Would you teach your children Spanish like 

Sam is teaching baby Paul? 

We had a lesson the other day with baby Paul 

and Nelly. The teacher came to my house and 

Paul was just sitting there looking like he wasn’t 

getting much from it, but Nelly was copying the 

lady and doing all the accents and shouting: 

‘Hola!’ I was really shocked. I’m going to keep it 

up with Nelly because she loved it. 

 

You said recently that marriage is old 

fashioned – why do you think that?

I don’t, all I said was that it’s old fashioned to 

think that you have to get married before you 

have children, but they made a headline out of it!

 

You were trying on wedding dresses with Sam 

in The Mummy Diaries – did you find any you 

liked?

It was the first 

time I’d tried 

any on and it 

was amazing 

to get an 

idea of what 

to go for. I 

didn’t find 

the one, but 

I found the 

shape I liked. 

Samantha 

tried one on, too – we were 

egging her on!

Are you hinting to Paul  

that he needs to propose  

to Sam?

He’s such a closed book – 

when he does it, none of us 

will have a clue.

 

What do you think about 

Amy Childs being pregnant?

I’m so excited and happy 

for her – it’s lovely news. 

Whenever I go into the salon 

and talk about Nelly, she’s always like: ‘Aww, I’d 

love a baby!’ I knew she was ready so I wasn’t 

shocked. I texted her saying we’ll have to have 

play dates. Our babies will 

be similar ages.

Are she and Sam bonding 

again?

Definitely. They’ll probably 

see each other more 

now because they’ve got 

something in common – it’ll 

be nice for Amy to be with 

other mums. We’re meeting 

up for a cup of tea soon 

– I bet she’s got a million 

questions!

Left: Billie tells us she’s 

thrilled her former TOWIE 

co-star Amy Childs 

(bottom) is expecting a 

baby, and the pregnancy 

has brought Amy and 

Sam closer together

Billie hopes her son 

will enjoy play dates 

with Sam’s son Paul

 OK!

TWITTer.COM/CHrISSIe_reeveS   PHOTOGrAPHS 
bY rAY burMISTON   ADDITIONAL PHOTOGrAPHS bY 

exPreSSPICTureS.COM, INSTAGrAM, xPOSure   HAIr AND 
MAke-uP bY JeSS uNSWOrTH

Sam and Billie 

try on wedding 

dresses
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t’s only November, but the Christmas spirit is in 

full flow for the Fletcher family. ‘We have this 

rule that after bonfire night, you’re allowed to 

listen to Christmas music,’ Giovanna excitedly 

tells us. She and husband Tom – who recently 

celebrated 13 years together – tied the knot back 

in 2012 in a stunning ceremony covered 

exclusively by OK!. Already parents to two-year-

old son Buzz, they welcomed younger brother 

Buddy back in February. 

With his wife already an accomplished 

novelist, McFly frontman Tom has just released 

a children’s story book, The Christmasaurus, and 

even shared his plans for a movie version of the 

charming tale over breakfast with OK!.

The 31 year old also sparked speculation 

that he’ll follow in bandmate Dougie Poynter’s 

footsteps by 

going on I’m A 

Celebrity – Get 

Me Out Of Here! 

after posting 

a shot on 

Instagram of a 

lone cockroach 

in a box (left). 

However, as we 

went to press, 

the rumours were still unconfirmed. 

Here, Tom and Giovanna, who are supporting 

Save The Children’s Christmas jumper 

collaboration with Molly Gunn – creator 

of parenting blog Selfish Mother and its 

subsequent fashion line – chat to OK! about 

their lack of sleep, Christmas disasters and 

Buzz’s favourite member of McFly...

You guys sound very excited about Christmas! 

Does Buzz share your excitement?

Tom: Last year he wasn’t old enough to have 

conversations about Santa but this year he can 

really get into it because we’ve been talking 

about it loads.

Giovanna: It’s going to be so magical! We need 

to start thinking about the traditions we’re going 

to do for Buzz and Buddy.

What are 

your current 

Christmas 

Day 

traditions?

Tom: We’re 

really selfish 

and make 

our families 

come to us. 

But I don’t 

think the 

decorating 

work at the house will be finished by Christmas 

this year. 

Giovanna: It’s usually me who cooks but Tom 

has taken over in the last few years because I’ve 

been pregnant. I just sat there eating chocolate!

What’s your most memorable Christmas?

Tom: We used to live next door to Danny [Jones, 

from McFly] and one Christmas he had everyone 

over to his.

Giovanna: We had this really big drunken night 

and the police ended up being called! We 

weren’t being that loud!

Do you still celebrate Christmas with the 

McFly guys – and their other halves?

Giovanna: Every year we’ve been in our house 

we have, with the kids there as well. We’ll 

need so many high chairs now! 

Tom: [Jokingly] For Dougie!

Tom, have you read The Christmasaurus to 

Buzz and Buddy?

Buzz loves it. At first I only had one physical 

copy and I was like: ‘Don’t touch it!’ because 

I didn’t want him to crease it. They learn so 

much at this age. You read a picture book to 

him once and the next night he remembers 

all the lines.

When you were kids, what were your 

biggest dreams?

Giovanna: I wanted to marry Michael 

Jackson and be a millionaire!

Tom: I’ve always wanted to make music.

Giovanna, is it weird seeing women screaming 

for your husband on stage with McFly?

It’s part of our normal life. I love it. At the 

concerts I join in and sing along!

Tell us about your upcoming book Happy 

Mum, Happy Baby...

It’s not a tips book, it’s my personal account 

of motherhood. 

Did you read a lot of books like that when you 

were pregnant? 

Giovanna: Yeah, and it kind of helped me 

understand what was coming… but in another 

way it didn’t at all! When Buzz arrived, I thought 

there was a right way to do everything and I felt 

guilty or just wrong when I wasn’t doing that. We 

all go through tricky times.

Tell us about working with Molly Gunn on the 

Save The Children x Selfish Mother jumpers...

Giovanna: I love everything that Molly and 

Selfish Mother do. To have this idea in her home 

and to grow that into something so big and to 

make so much money for charity is unbelievable.

Has becoming parents made you more aware 

of causes like Save The Children? 

Tom: When you have kids it makes you far more 

passionate about being involved. You imagine 

Buzz or Buddy in another child’s shoes.

The collaboration aims to ‘make the world 

better with a sweater’. What one thing could 

make the Fletcher world better?

Tom: A little more sleep. That’s the one thing 

missing from our lives right now!

Giovanna: Making each day a little bit longer 

would be good. Two extra hours.

Tom: Those hours wouldn’t be filled with sleep, 

though, they’d be filled with kids. I was watching 

The Little Mermaid at six this morning. With my 

son, obviously [laughs]! I went to Walt Disney 

World when I was four and I chose a Little 

Mermaid doll.

Does Buzz love The Little Mermaid, too, then?

Giovanna: Yes! Although he’s realised she’s got 

boobs. He put cars over his nipples the other day 

and said: ‘Mummy, Little Mermaid?!’

We hear Harry Judd is Buzz’s favourite 

member of McFly. Are you jealous, Tom? 

It’s alright, he’s two, it’s just a phase. But if it 

continues, we’ll have to have words [laughs]!

SELFISH MoTHEr’S MoLLY GuNN AND ToM AND GIovANNA 
FLETCHEr HAvE PArTNErED uP For SAvE THE CHILDrEN’S 
CHrISTMAS JuMPEr DAY To CrEATE A PAIr oF FESTIvE 
SWEATErS FEATurING THE SLoGANS ‘FATHEr CHrISTMAS’ 
AND ‘MoTHEr CHrISTMAS’ (rIGHT). THE TWo DESIGNS ArE 
AvAILABLE To PurCHASE ExCLuSIvELY AT SELFISH MoTHEr’S 
oNLINE STorE, WWW.THEFMLYSTorE.CoM. PrICED AT £45 
EACH, 50 PEr CENT oF THE ProCEEDS (£22.50 PEr ADuLT 
JuMPEr) WILL BE DoNATED To SAvE THE CHILDrEN.

‘We had this big 
drunken night and the 

police Were called!’
Tom and Giovanna FleTcher talk to ok!’s katie langford-foster 
about memorable christmases and son buzz’s mermaid fixation!

amid ‘i’m a celebrity…’ speculation
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Above and below right: 

Giovanna and Tom 

with Buzz and Buddy

Tom with his McFly bandmates Danny Jones, 

Dougie Poynter and Harry Judd – who is 

Buzz’s favourite member of the band! TWITTEr.CoM/KLF2312  PHoToGrAPHS BY  
INSTAGrAM, rAY BurMISToN/SAvE THE CHILDrEN, rEx

 OK!

Tom sparked jungle 

speculation after 

posting this pic!
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Tom and Giovanna don the 

Christmas jumpers they’re 

helping to promote to raise 

money for Save The Children
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‘every year it 
gets better’

swinging back into the jungle

Above: Queen Of The 

Jungle Vicky with runners-

up George Shelley and 

Ferne McCann.  Top: Chris 

with his wife Rosie

T
he opening bars of the I’m A Celebrity 

– Get Me Out Of Here! theme tune 

never fail to raise a smile as the 

promise of squeamish trials, celebrity 

bonding and rumbles in the jungle beckon. And 

the four presenters of this year’s ITV2 spin-off 

show I’m A Celebrity: Extra Camp – Joe Swash, 

Stacey Solomon, Vicky Pattison and Chris 

Ramsey – are visibly thrilled by the return of the 

must-watch series, amid rumours Wayne 

Bridge, Carol Vorderman, Adam Thomas, 

Scarlett Moffatt, Louis Smith and Ola Jordan 

could be jetting off to Australia. 

Former X Factor star Stacey, who’s been 

dating Joe  since January, is turning the trip 

Down Under into a family affair. She’ll be joined 

by her two children, Zachary, eight – her son 

with ex-boyfriend Dean Cox, and Leighton, four, 

whose dad is her former fiancé Aaron Barnham 

– for the first ten days. 

Last month, Joe, 34 – who is dad to Harry, 

nine, with his ex-

fiancée Emma 

Sophocleous 

– proposed to a 

shocked Stacey, 

27, in front of a 

live audience 

on Celebrity 

Juice. The stunt 

was engineered 

by host Keith 

Lemon for extra 

points for their 

team. However, although there’s no wedding 

on the horizon just yet, working together is 

a dream come true for the couple. ‘I’m so 

excited,’ Stacey tells us, adding: ‘I just think I’m 

really frigging lucky I’m going out there with 

my boyfriend!’

Working alongside the loved-up pair 

isn’t a problem for single lass and reigning 

Queen Of The Jungle Vicky, 28, who 

explains: ‘They’re so professional... But I 

wouldn’t mind if they were dead tactile 

with each other.’ 

Aside from Chris, 30 – who’s  

married to singer Rosie Winter 

– the presenters are all past winners  

of the ITV show. While Joe has co-

hosted the I’m A Celeb spin-off show 

since 2009, Extra Camp will provide 

a fresh challenge for them all, with a 

brand new set and new format. 

Here, the gang fill us in on the 

show’s 16th series, which kicks off  

this weekend, talk Bushtucker Trials, 

and discuss the probability of a 

genuine marriage proposal from Joe… 

So, what’s in store for this series? 

Joe: We don’t really know much, they 

don’t tell us who’s going in there! 

Stacey: [To Joe] Why don’t they tell us?

Joe: I sort of told someone a couple of 

years ago and it got out. So they changed 

the rules and now they don’t tell us until  

the day before! 

Stacey: It’s all Joe’s fault! 

Joe: I’ll take a little bit of responsibility for 

that. But this year is going to be amazing.  

Every year it gets bigger and better. 

There’s a new format for Extra Camp.  

What’s different this year? 

Chris: The set is going to look like another camp. 

Joe: Last year, Laura Whitmore was the  

main anchor of the show, whereas this year 

we’re taking turns. Everyone will be kept on 

their toes.

Will you be eating the Bushtucker Trial food, 

like crocodile vagina? 

Chris: Vagina?! 

Joe: They’ve done a kangaroo vagina  

before. Once you’ve had a kangaroo vagina, 

what’s the difference between having a 

crocodile one? 

Stacey: I’d rather a vagina from any animal, 

which is just like eating liver or tongue, than a 

live animal – or a cockroach. 

Chris: I’d rather eat a vagina than an a**ehole! 

Would you ever do the show, Chris? 

I don’t think it’s something I could do. I’d be 

a whingeing pain in the a**e. I’ll happily get 

‘i’m a celebrity: extra camp’ stars joe 
swash, stacey solomon, vicky pattison and 

chris ramsey talk all things down under! 
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Joe Swash, Vicky 

Pattison, Stacey Solomon 

and Chris Ramsey can’t 

wait to see what the 

jungle has in store! 
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involved on Extra Camp, but that’s 

because I know I can go back to 

my hotel and wash the ants out of 

my bum! 

Which celebrities would you like 

to see in the camp? 

Stacey: I’d love to see Nigel 

Farage because you don’t get 

to see that side to him. It’s like 

watching Ed Balls on Strictly, it’s 

the best!

Vicky: I want to see someone 

really fit! There must be someone 

from Hollyoaks who’s nice-looking, 

or someone from EastEnders... 

Stacey: There’s got to be a sexy 

soap guy in there. 

Vicky: You know who would be good – Danny 

Dyer! He’d be sick. 

Are you ready to give up your jungle crown  

yet, Vicky? 

Absolutely not! That’s why I want a boy to win, so 

I’ll still be the reigning queen. I want boys to win 

forever so I will be the last queen! 

Who would you hate to take your crown? 

Vicky: Just a bird who’s very similar to me. I’d  

just think, urgh! Can you imagine if she’s funnier 

than me? 

Joe: It’s not possible! 

We hear your boys Zachary and Leighton are 

joining you in Australia, Stacey… 

They’re coming for the first ten days before 

we start the live shows. When we start the live 

shows we leave the hotel at 12 o’clock at night 

and don’t get back until 12 o’clock the next day. 

I can’t be like: ‘Kids, wake up! It’s midnight and 

Mummy’s going to work.’ But what an amazing 

opportunity for them. I might never do it again so 

I’ve got to show them a bit of Australia. They’re 

so lucky. 

Are you and Joe constantly snogging while 

you’re working? 

Stacey: Ewww, no!

Vicky: They’re so professional. Not from a creepy 

perspective, but I wouldn’t mind if they were 

dead tactile with each other. 

Joe: You’ve got to respect other people  

you’re working with. So when we go to work  

we are boyfriend and girlfriend, but we’re not  

like that.

Stacey: We’re more like friends who fancy each 

other, so I think that’s why we’ve got such a 

lovely relationship. I wouldn’t like being like that 

[snogging at work], though.  

Joe: Yeah, you can’t touch her! 

Stacey: But I’ve got my kids on one side, then  

my mum’s on the phone in my ear and then Joe’s 

on the other side and I think, oh my God, get off!  

I can’t. I’m quite a prude!

Joe: It makes me feel amazing!

Joe, after your fake proposal on Celebrity Juice, 

is there going to be a real one in Australia? 

Stacey: I’m going to move so I can see his face.

Joe: I didn’t think anyone would believe it on 

Juice! Linda Robson was tweeting my mum! I 

mean, I love Juice but am I really going to get 

engaged on it?

Stacey: I love how no one said: ‘What a terrible 

proposal!’  

Chris: If you’d done 

it on Juice, Keith 

would have to do 

the ceremony!

Do you think the 

jungle is one of 

the best ways 

to see what 

celebrities are really like? 

Vicky: It’s the only show for that. 

Stacey: The viewers not only get to know the 

true you, but the producers don’t pump you full 

of alcohol and keep you locked up. They’re not 

trying to catch you out.

Vicky: It’s the complete opposite of Celebrity Big 

Brother. They’re not trying to pit you against each 

other or get people completely demoralised. 

 

Would you ever do an all-stars series with all 

the past winners? 

Vicky: We’ve discussed this. We’re equal parts 

really excited, because we all loved our time on 

the show so much, but also very scared because 

none of us would want to lose! 

Joe: The best example is [Christopher] Biggins. 

He won the jungle but then he did CBB and it puts 

a slight tarnish on it. I’d rather just stay as king 

and not test myself! Don’t risk it for a biscuit. 

Do the hosts Ant and Dec do much mingling 

with you guys? 

Chris: I met them for the first time the other day 

and I phoned my mam about five minutes after 

and said: ‘Mam, they’re exactly like you want 

them to be!’ 

Stacey: They’ve always got time for everyone. 

Sometimes you think, does it really matter if 

you’re nice all the time? And then you look at Ant 

and Dec and you’re like, yes it does! They’re the 

role models of what you want to be. When we 

were filming the promo for the new series they 

kept coming up to see us.

Vicky: Ant’s birthday is on November 18 and mine 

is on November 16, so I was like: ‘Are we having a 

big joint birthday, lad?’ He was like: ‘I’m going to 

regret getting you on this, aren’t I?’

What are you going to do in your downtime? 

Vicky: I’m going to drink, kiss boys and meet koalas!

Are you going to meet your dream Aussie  

man, Vicky? 

I f**king hope so! It’s about time. 

Geordie Shore is massive in Australia…

Vicky: Yeah, Joe says one of the best things out 

there is being able to let his hair down because 

no one knows him. But it’s not as if I could ever  

do anything that could embarrass me because  

if they know me off Geordie Shore, there’s nothing 

I can do that’s worse!  

Have you changed your fitness regime to 

prepare for being on camera? 

Stacey: Joe tries to drag me  

to the gym every day. I say: 

‘Yeah, you go, I’ll meet  

you there!’ 

Joe: Every year I leave it until 

about a month before the show 

and I say: ‘That’s enough time  

to change this, isn’t it?’ I still  

look like a 12 year old with no 

clothes on! 

Stacey: After an hour at the gym, his arms get 

massive. I could be in the gym for 365 days of the 

year and my arms would go nowhere. He’s got a 

great body.

Joe: Thank you, Stacey Solomon!

Stacey: You do work hard at the gym, and if 

you’re going to spend that much time away from 

me, something better come from it [laughs]!  
 
‘I’M A CELEBRITY – GET ME OuT OF HERE!’ AND ‘ExTRA CAMp’ ARE  
ON ITV AND ITV2 THIS WEEKEND.

FEATuRE BY KIRSTY HATCHER  TWITTER.COM/KIRSTY_
HATCHER   pHOTOGRApHS BY GETTY IMAGES, ITV,  

KIERON MCCARRON, REx, TWITTER
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Above: The Extra Camp team.  

Below left: Joe and Stacey with 

her boys Zachary and Leighton.  

Below right: With Zachary, Joe’s 

son Harry, and Stacey’s niece

Above: ‘They’ve always got time 

for everyone,’ says Stacey of Ant 

and Dec.  Bottom inset: Joe’s 

‘proposal’ on Celebrity Juice 





T
here are very few singers who can 

say they’ve been invited to perform 

for the royal family, but soprano 

Laura Wright has enjoyed that 

privilege more than once.

In fact, the 26 year old performed more 

times for Her Majesty the Queen during the 

monarch’s Diamond Jubilee year than any 

other singer, and was also invited by Prince 

Harry to be an official ambassador for his 

annual Invictus Games.

Her impressive list of achievements 

doesn’t end there. Laura is the first-ever 

official anthem singer for the England 

rugby team – she’ll be singing the national 

anthem at Twickenham during this month’s 

Autumn Internationals – and has sold over 

a million records. ‘I don’t think you ever stop 

being nervous in front of the royal family. 

Performing in front of a crowd of rugby 

fans is nothing compared to singing in front 

of the Queen and just a handful of other 

people,’ she tells OK! when we pop round 

to the house she shares with her boyfriend 

Harry Rowland, 29, in Morden, London.

Harry used to play professional rugby for 

London Irish and Moseley, and now works 

as a personal trainer and plays rugby semi-

professionally. Laura, herself, has played 

rugby for local team Rosslyn Park Ladies. 

The couple recently bought their two-

bedroom property after more 

than three years of dating, and 

share it with their dog Rocky, 

who faithfully follows at their 

heels as they show us around.

Here, the couple talk about 

Laura’s impressive career, her 

intimate chats with the royals, 

and their mutual love of sport...

Congratulations on your 

success, Laura. What’s been 

your proudest moment?

Singing at the Invictus Games 

this year in Orlando [in Florida]. 

I was an official ambassador 

so I got to write all the music 

for the Opening Ceremony. 

Looking out at all those injured 

military personnel was so 

emotional, but in a really 

positive way, because they 

were all so happy to be there.

How did you get involved with the 

Invictus Games?

Laura: I wrote a piece of music with the 

Games in mind, which Prince Harry heard. 

He wanted me to get involved. We’ve 

spoken to each other quite a lot over the 

past few years and he’s so passionate 

about the whole event and everything it 

stands for.

What is Prince Harry like to talk to?

Laura: He’s really informal and friendly. 

Talking to Harry is like talking to a mate. 

Harry was aware of me before my 

involvement in the Games because I’ve 

performed a few times for the Queen and 

he’s also seen me performing at various 

rugby matches.

Do you get nervous performing for the 

royal family?

Laura: The smaller the audience, the more 

nervous I get, and royal events are often 

very intimate. I performed at a lunch for all 

the heads of the Commonwealth once and 

the Queen was sat right in front of me. It 

was only after the performance that I had 

a chance to stop and realise what a huge 

moment that was for me!

Have you had any conversations with  

the Queen?

Laura: I’ve been formally introduced to 

her at a few events over the past few 

years. The time usually goes very quickly, 

so conversation tends to be dominated 

by the event we’re at. We once had a fairly 

in-depth chat about music and she told me 

that she’d like to do more singing herself. 

She’s very kind and always listens to what 

people say to her, even though she meets 

thousands of people every year.

How do you decide what to wear 

when singing for the Queen?

Laura: I always try and go more 

conservative than I might usually 

dress. I’ve kept my nose ring in a few 

times, though!

Have you met the Duke and 

Duchess of Cambridge?

Laura: I’ve met them less than other 

members of the family, but I’ve sung 

in front of them at Remembrance 

events. Again, they’re really lovely 

people. Prince George and Princess 

Charlotte are so cute and Kate and 

William obviously love being parents 

and are very hands-on with them.

Are you looking forward to 

performing at the Autumn 

Internationals rugby matches?

‘The Queen Told 
me she’d like To 

do more singing!’ 
‘scrummy soprano’ Laura Wright and her rugby sTar 

boyfriend harry roWLand inviTe OK! inTo Their cosy london 
home To chaT abouT her royal fans, geTTing sTar-sTruck, 

and how Their love of rugby broughT Them TogeTher

aT home wiTh one of The royal family’s favouriTe singers
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Above: Laura still has 

the gorgeous Carlos 

Navarrete-Patiño gown 

she wore at the Invictus 

Games in May (left)

‘Talking to Harry is like 

talking to a mate,’ says 

Laura of the prince
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Laura and her partner of more 

than three years, personal trainer 

and rugby player Harry Rowland, 

at home with their dog Rocky
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‘my 
microphone 

stopped 
working... 

immediately 
the fans 
started 
singing  
for me’

I love been involved with the Autumn Internationals. 

Twickenham feels like home to me and I never tire of 

singing Jerusalem to the crowd – it’s a wonderful event 

to be a part of.  

 

How did you become the official anthem singer for 

England’s rugby team?

Me and my former manager came up with the idea.  

We thought that the fans would sing along with  

more heart and courage if they knew the person  

singing the anthem. At the time, I was playing rugby  

for Rosslyn Park, so it made a lot of sense for me to  

mix my two passions.

Do the England team see you as a lucky mascot?

Laura: I hope so! I’ve given them some luck, although 

the World Cup was a bit of a disappointment.

Harry: [To Laura] You didn’t sing at any of the World 

Cup games, though, that must be why 

they kept losing!

Have you ever had an embarrassing 

moment in front of a rugby crowd?

My microphone stopped working 

when I was singing Jerusalem once. 

Immediately the fans started singing for 

me, then when my microphone finally 

came on everyone cheered.

How did you two meet?

Laura: We met at Rosslyn Park Rugby 

Club about three and a half years ago. I 

was going there for physiotherapy and 

Harry was training his mate outside. We 

met a few times after that and ended up going on a 

date to Wimbledon Common. We took Harry’s family 

dog for a walk and then went for a roast.

Harry: Within three weeks we went on holiday together 

to Portugal. We were very sure of each other and 

thought there was nothing to lose.

Is it hard spending time apart from Harry, Laura?

My schedule is full-on, so it can be hard. Harry tries to 

come with me when he can, but if not there’s always 

FaceTime! When we’re together we make sure we have 

quality time. We have a lot of date nights.

Have you spoken about marriage and kids?

Harry: We talk about it quite a lot. This is the first time 

in my life I’ve been very certain about my future.

What was Nicole Scherzinger like when you 

performed with her, Laura?

We met at an NFL match at 

Twickenham. I was singing the 

UK national anthem and she was 

singing America’s. We had a brief 

chat before we went on stage and 

she seemed lovely, but she had a 

huge entourage around her. I was 

very nervous performing after her – 

she has a massive voice.

 

You’re known as ‘the Scrummy 

Soprano’ – do you mind that?

Laura: It makes me laugh but I 

don’t mind it. I think the scrummy 

part comes from my days playing 

Below and bottom left: ‘Within 

three weeks we went on holiday 

together to Portugal,’ says 

Harry  of their romance.  Bottom 

centre: Laura with Nicole 

Scherzinger at Twickenham
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rugby. I’m as passionate 

about sport as I am about 

singing. I wouldn’t want 

anyone to think I just turn 

up to sing the national 

anthem and don’t know 

anything about what’s 

happening on the pitch.

Do you still play sport?

Laura: I do CrossFit and 

Olympic weightlifting 

classes several times 

a week. If I can’t make 

those, I’ll do circuit training at the gym. I work out 

five to seven times a week but I like to shake it up. 

Over the summer we went paddleboarding!

Does Harry ever train you in the gym?

Laura: Sometimes, but it usually leads to an 

argument! I go to Harry’s Pilates classes then get 

jealous that he has eight women all looking at him!

Harry: Laura is the most competitive person I’ve 

ever met, so we end up really pushing each other. 

I think a bit of competitiveness in a relationship is 

quite a good thing, though!

Has looking after your body always been so 

important to you, Laura?

I’ve been through stages of wanting to be really 

skinny and not knowing what my body needs, but 

since finding rugby, my outlook has been much 

healthier. I live for the gym, I love the way it makes 

me feel and I’ve made a lot of friends through it.

Harry: It’s lucky we’re both so into health and 

fitness. Laura even works out on holiday!

Laura, how does it feel to have so much 

success at a relatively young age?

I feel incredibly fortunate. I’ve been singing 

professionally since I was 15, but starting out in 

the classical industry meant I’ve always been very 

protected. I had a gradual build to success and I 

think that’s been good for me.

Harry: I’ve never dated someone in the public eye, 

so at the start I did wonder how I’d cope, but Laura 

is so grounded and professional; she’s never let 

her success go to her head.

Laura, do you have any other celebrity fans?

Morgan Freeman told me he loved my voice 

and that I was 

gorgeous when we 

met backstage at 

the Invictus Games. 

I’ve also met David 

Beckham. I wouldn’t 

say he was a fan of 

mine, but I was totally 

star-struck by him!
 
StOCkIStS: aStLey CLarke 
www.aStLeyCLarke.
COM; BarBOur www.
BarBOur.COM; BurtOn 
www.BurtOn.CO.uk; 
Dune www.DuneLOnDOn.
COM; FrenCH COnneCtIOn www.FrenCHCOnneCtIOn.
COM; LIttLe BLaCk DreSS www.LIttLeBLaCkDreSS.CO.uk; 
MOnSOOn uk.MOnSOOn.CO.uk; new LOOk www.newLOOk.
COM; next www.next.CO.uk; OPen FOr vIntaGe www.
OPenFOrvIntaGe.COM; rIver ISLanD www.rIverISLanD.
COM; SOSanDar www.SOSanDar.COM; tOPMan www.
tOPMan.COM; unIqLO www.unIqLO.COM.

‘i’ve kept my nose 

ring in a few 

times singing 

for the queen!’

Above: ‘We’re getting excited about 

having friends and family over at 

Christmas,’ says Laura.  Below left: 

Morgan Freeman complimented her 

at the Invictus Games!

InsIde Laura and Harry’s Home
How did you choose this place?

Laura: we’d been renting flats for the last 

few years but we wanted a proper home and 

somewhere with a garden so rocky could run 

around. we had to look further out of London 

to find something more affordable.

Have you done much 

decorating?

Harry: we did our 

bedroom and the 

living room [right] 

first. we wanted it 

to feel like a cute 

cottage without 

looking too old-

fashioned. we’re 

keeping it quite 

minimalist but with 

rustic furniture.

Which room do you spend most of your 

time in?

Laura: the dining room. It’s the room we 

want people to feel cosy and relaxed in, so 

we’re getting excited about having friends and 

family over at Christmas.

What has been 

your biggest 

bargain so far?

Harry: Our dining 

room table [above]. 

we bought it in 

a clearance sale 

for £250 but we 

looked it up and it’s 

worth £6,000! It’s 

from an australian 

brand called 

Mamagreen.

twItter.COM/LauraCHILLS   PHOtOGraPHS By LOrna 
rOaCH   aDDItIOnaL PHOtOGraPHS By Getty IMaGeS, rex, 
twItter   StyLInG By BrOnaGH Meere   HaIr anD Make-uP 

By nataSHa SHerIDan at SeCret SPa 
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Laura loves to 

mix her two 

passions
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Plus
rochelle humes 

talks fashion, 

beauty goes 

organic and 

we line up the 

hottest glosses
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take centre stage  
with ballet-inspired 

athleisure
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embrace your inner 
ballerina in tutus, soft 

knits and leotards   
by rosie underwood

Leotard, £41, by Repetto; 

tutu, £22.99, by Zara; and 

leg warmers, £15.99, by 

Falke at Sockshop

raise the

barre
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Top, £19.99, by Mango; 

and tutu, £89, and ballet 

shoes, £48, by Repetto 
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Above: Top, £35, by Topshop; 

leggings, £62, by Free People; 

necklace, £108, by Alex Monroe; 

and ribbon (worn as bracelet), 

stylist’s own.  Right: Rollneck 

body, £18, by Asos; skirt, £110, by 

Needle & Thread; and pumps, 

£90, by French Sole
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Wrap cardigan, £70,  

by Sweaty Betty; and 

leggings, £70, by Alo  

Yoga at The Sports Edit

styling by ROsie UndeRWOOd 

Assisted by JOdie dUnWORth 

PhOtOgRAPhs by Alex JAmes 

Assisted by stefAn ClARKe 

hAiR And mAKe-UP by JUlie West 

Using Kiehl’s And lAnCOme 

mOdel: lindsey @ bmA mOdels

stOCKists: AsOs WWW.AsOs.

COm; fRee PeOPle WWW.

fReePeOPle.COm COm; fRenCh

sOle WWW.fRenChsOle.

COm; mAngO shOP.mAngO.

COm/gb; needle And thReAd

WWW.needleAndthReAd.

COm; RePettO WWW.RePettO.

COm; sWeAty betty WWW.

sWeAtybetty.COm; the sPORts

edit WWW.thesPORtsedit.COm; 

the OUtnet WWW.theOUtnet.

COm; sOCK shOP WWW.

sOCKshOP.CO.UK; tOPshOP 

WWW.tOPshOP.COm; ZARA  

WWW.ZARA.COm/UK.
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H
aving graced the spotlight 

since the tender age of  

12 in S Club Juniors and  

then as one fifth of The 

Saturdays, it’s safe to say Rochelle 

Humes knows a thing or two about 

red carpet glamour! 

Having passed on The Xtra Factor 

baton to Rylan Clark-Neal and Matt 

Edmondson, the 27-year-old 

presenter invited OK! out to the 

Cotswolds for a catch-up over a 

hearty plate of steak and chips, to 

discuss her highly sought-after party 

season range for Very.co.uk. 

‘This time last year I was in nutty 

land,’ she told us, reflecting on her 

Xtra Factor duties with Melvin 

Odoom. ‘I was on autopilot so much!’ 

Here, the mum to three-year-old 

Alaia-Mai talks seasonal style hacks, 

keeping the romance alive with her 

husband 

Marvin, 31, 

and why 

she’s not 

tempted to get into some 

Strictly Come Dancing 

sequins... 

This time last year you 

were presenting The 

Xtra Factor. How does 

this year compare? 

This time last year I 

was in nutty land! I was 

on autopilot so much. 

It’s still busy now, so I 

wonder how I used to fit 

it in. I feel like I haven’t 

stopped. I’m in a really 

good place and I’m really 

happy. If one thing ends, 

you end up doing another 

and everything aligns.

Is it weird for you 

watching the 

new Xtra Factor 

hosts? 

Everyone always 

thinks it might be 

weird, but when I 

started the show 

I was coming in 

off the back of 

someone else 

leaving. Sarah-

Jane [Crawford] 

was doing it. 

That’s just how 

it is; every year it 

just changes and 

evolves. The only 

person back on 

The X Factor who 

did it last year is 

Simon [Cowell]. 

But that’s what 

X Factor does, 

that’s what keeps 

people engaged.  

What do you think of the new line-up?

I spoke to Rylan and Matt around the time they 

were offered it, and Rylan was like: ‘What do 

you think?’ I told him a million per cent go for it. 

He’s amazing. It’s different for him as he doesn’t 

usually co-host. I told him it would be fine, it’s 

where he’s from, it’s his roots. 

What advice did you have for him? 

I told him it’s mad, get ready for no sleep but 

you will really love it. I had such a giggle doing it. 

You’re in a bubble; that’s all you think is current in 

the world, you miss out on loads of news because 

you’re so engrossed in the show. But that’s why 

it’s one of a kind, because it’s so full on. 

Did you watch your Xtra Factor co-host Melvin 

on Strictly Come Dancing? 

We were speaking every 

day after rehearsals, 

but that guy just has 

fun wherever he is. 

I was speaking to a 

couple of people who 

work on the show and 

they said everyone’s 

really missing him. He’s 

always such an integral 

part of any group, 

he just gets on with 

everyone.

 

You performed in the Strictly Christmas 

special a few years ago – would you ever 

consider competing in the regular show? Your 

bandmate Frankie Bridge has done it, too...

It’s not for me at all. I love watching it, I just don’t 

have the bug for it. As a contestant I would find 

it so hard learning a new dance every week, 

remembering all that. I think you have to be so 

committed to it and I don’t love being on the go 

that much, but I really love the show. It’s classic 

Saturday night TV. 

How do you and Marvin keep the romance 

alive? 

We’re both really busy and he works a lot of 

evenings, but as soon as he’s off we try to have  

a date night. I think it’s really important, even  

if it’s a night in. I don’t think you’re ever too busy 

for that. 

Marvin’s JLS bandmate Aston Merrygold 

recently starred in Celebrity Island With  

Bear Grylls... 

He’s like a brother to me, we’re so close. He’s so 

hands-on with Alaia, she gets spoilt rotten. She 

can wrap him round her little finger. I think he 

thought the show would be a bit more like I’m A 

Celeb, but it was brutal. He said: ‘I’m not ashamed 

to say it, I found it really hard, I’ve never done 

anything like that before and I really struggled. 

I’ve done my bit, I tried, I can’t do it.’ 

Were you and Marvin worried for him?

When we saw the cameramen crying and 

sending for help, it was so brutal. When I saw 

the dehydration was affecting his voice, I was 

like, Aston, what are you doing?! That’s when he 

realised he had quite a lot to lose. He was there 

for a good cause [Stand Up To Cancer] and that’s 

the only thing that kept him there for longer than 

he might have wanted. He said he was ready to 

leave from the minute he arrived and they had to 

find somewhere to sleep! 

How is he now?

The day he landed, he came straight to us. He 

looked like a skeleton and he was covered in 

bites. I was like, dude, you look like you’ve been 

through it! He made some great friends, though. 

It was a good trip for him, just super hard. 

‘I’m In a really 
good place and 
I’m really happy’
Rochelle humes tells OK!’s rosIe Underwood 

aboUt her bUsy lIfe and date nIghts wIth marvIn

rochelle’s mUst-haves

Rochelle 

wears 

dress, £80

Blouse, £40 Blouse, £42

Dress, £70

Dress, £79

Dress, £100

Bl £4

Top, £35

Dress, £90 Skirt, £45

Date nights are 

‘really important’ to 

Rochelle and Marvin

 With  Xtra 

Factor co-host 

Melvin Odoom

Snapping a selfie 

with OK!’s Rosie 

Underwood
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Rochelle 

wears 

dress, £60

You’ve just designed your new Very collection. 

Talk us through the idea for it…

I always think about the Christmas period and 

what my customer wants; they always want a nice 

outfit to wear on Christmas day, a Christmas night 

out outfit and a New Year’s Eve outfit. I think you 

can be dressy without too much colour. 

 

Who’s your target customer?

I have a lot of young mums, from 18 to 28, and 

women in their mid-thirties. I always keep track of 

what they like. I’m 27 and I had Alaia at 24, so I’m 

still young, but I’m a mum. I guess I’m a few people 

in one, so it’s about being mindful of different 

people’s situations.  

 

Growing up, did you find beauty trends easy?

When I was growing up I found it really hard. You 

couldn’t just go into Boots or Superdrug and buy 

a foundation for my skin colour. My mum would 

always take me to a bigger department store and 

get me something that was a bit more expensive. 

Anything else wasn’t the right colour. 

Do you think that’s still a problem today?

It’s evolved so much since then, I know my little girl 

will never have that problem. When they asked me 

to be the face of Max Factor, I was so excited. They 

asked me to wear Miracle Match Foundation and I 

asked them to send me the colours before I signed 

up to anything. I wouldn’t want to put my name 

to something when I’m preaching about having 

had that problem. It’s really good – I can wear it 

without mixing colours.

Has your skincare regime changed over the 

years, especially since you’ve become a mum?

No. Someone said to me the other day that I 

should think about using anti-ageing products, 

and I was like, I can’t, I’m not using anything 

anti-ageing yet!

 

Mollie King has spoken about you being 

her beauty mentor in the early days of The 

Saturdays…

When we travelled, me and Mollie always used 

to share a hotel room. She would literally have a 

bar of soap in a plastic pot that she brought from 

home. I used to say: ‘You can’t use that!’ I’d teach 

her and go shopping with her and pick all the bits. 

I don’t know how she had such good skin from just 

using soap. She was an exception to the rule!

What did you think of her single Back To You?

I love it, I’m pleased for her. She’s been working 

for quite a while on her album and you spend so 

much time when you’re recording music away 

and locking yourself in a studio to get it where you 

want it. I think now she’s happy, she’s at a point 

where she can play it to people. 

You’re all working on your own projects now. Do 

you make time to get together?

It’s nice it’s working for everyone in their own little 

ways. We saw each other a few weeks ago at our 

old manager’s wedding, which was so lovely. We 

don’t leave it too long, but it’s hard obviously now 

we all have our own diaries, whereas before we all 

had the same days off! 

Shop roChEllE’S CollECTIoN AT WWW.vErY.Co.uk.

had that problem. It s really good I can wear it

without mixing colours.

r skincare regime changed ove

ially since you’ve bec

‘i’m still young, 
but i’m a mum  

– i’m a few people 
in one’

TWITTEr.CoM/okSTYlIST_roSIE 
phoTogrAphS BY gETTY IMAgES

 OK!
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the great 
outdoors

T
hese pieces 

from Finisterre 

are ideal to 

wear in the 

harshest environments, 

and what’s more, the 

whole brand is about as 

ethical as you can get. 

I’ve met with the design 

team and the attention 

to detail is second to 

none when it comes to 

making clothes that 

look good while you’re 

fighting the elements. There’s everything you need for 

the colder months, from merino-backed jeans to 

seamless waterproof jackets – the seams are what stop 

you from staying dry – to chunky knits and chic rollnecks. 

See www.finisterre.com.

With OK! fashion & beauty 
director rosie underWood  

@RosieJundeRwood
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Ivory, £175, MSGM 

at Net-A-Porter

Dusty pink, 

£22, Next 

Metallic, £28, 

Topshop

ruffle tops

High neck, 

£29.50, Marks & 

Spencer

V-neck, £69, 

Mint Velvet

Cardigan, £110, 

and joggers, £75

Rodial 

Instaglam 

Compact 

Deluxe  

Banana 

Powder, £52

with her amazing skin, it’s hard to believe 

that nicole Scherzinger is just two years 

away from 40. her secret? The star’s 

make-up artist emma osborne uses a killer 

combination of rodial concoctions for a 

firming, radiant finish that even delivers 

under the intense 

studio lighting at 

The X Factor. 

nicole’s scheRmazing skin Rodial 

Skin Tint + 

SPF20, £45

Rodial Snake 

Booster Oil, 

£70

bee like kouRtney

k ourtney kardashian’s subtle golden glow 

has drawn my attention, so I did some 

digging and found out the reality star (below 

left) has been relying on manuka doctor for 

maximum impact on camera. ‘I love the gold 

dust Firming Serum under make-up,’ she says. 

‘It highlights facial contours and gives skin a 

radiant glow.’  

I’m sold.

Rollneck, 

£45, jumper, 

£95, and 

chinos, £70

Rollneck, 

£45, and 

jumper, £95

Manuka Doctor  

Apirefine Gold Dust 

Firming Serum, £29.99
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From houndstooth to  
tartan and gingham,  
it’s hip to be square

Victoria Beckham

CheCk 
me out!

Trousers, 

£129, Jigsaw

Top, 

£25.99, 

Zara
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Coat, 

£765, 

Carven at 

Net-A-

Porter

Top, £59.99, 

Mango

Skirt, £95, 

Related 

Apparel

Skirt, £280, 

Isabel Marant 

at Matches

Dress, 

£295, 

Whistles

Shirt, £35, H! by 

Henry Holland for 

Debenhams

Boots, £595, 

Camilla 

Elphick
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Amy’s  
booty cAll
Amy Adams is known as 

one of the best-dressed 

stars in Hollywood, 

both on and off the red 

carpet. And her simple-

yet-sophisticated look 

when she stepped out in 

California last week was  

no exception. Oozing  

cool in a crisp white shirt 

and distressed jeans,  

Amy completed her look 

with a pair of Kurt Geiger 

ankle boots.

Get inspiration for your 
wardrobe from these 

favourite star picks 
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millie’s got  
it sewn up!

we’ve seen many sartorial looks from 

millie mackintosh, so it was no surprise 

that her latest outfit was just as good 

as the last. embroidery is big news this 

season and this jacket from her own 

collection is the perfect way to tap 

into the trend. partying in london, the 

fashionista teamed hers with a white 

t-shirt and distressed jeans.

DAisy’s 
fAshion  

lowe-Down
with Strictly Come Dancing 

in full swing, daisy lowe 

sashayed out of rehearsals in 

style. the model wore a cool 

all-black ensemble, teaming 

her high-top Converse with 

a spiderweb-embellished 

leather jacket over a classic 

black dress. 

Faux fur scarf, 

£175, Charlotte 

Simone

‘strictly’  
in style

she’s been dancing up a 

storm week after week on 

Strictly Come Dancing, but 

laura whitmore looks just 

as stunning at rehearsals as 

she does in sequins. the tv 

presenter wrapped up in a 

black trench coat paired with 

a gorgeous lK bennett tote 

and added a splash of colour 

with her Charlotte 

simone faux  

fur scarf. 

Boots, £210,  

Kurt Geiger

Jacket, £110,  

Millie Mackintosh

Bag, £295, 

LK Bennett

Trainers, £59.99, 

Converse  

at Office
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i
t’s one thing people harping on at you in a smug 

manner to go organic when it comes to your diet, 

let alone your beauty regime. but having switched 

my routine to an entirely organic one, i can promise 

you the benefits are endless. ‘using truly organic 

products means your skin isn’t overloaded with toxic 

and harsh ingredients, which are often the cause of 

many skin concerns,’ says charlotte Vøhtz, founder 

of green people and author of Naturally Gorgeous. 

‘petrochemicals, mineral oils and silicones block 

pores and prevent skin from breathing – similar to 

wrapping the skin in cling film.’ delightful! worried 

about where to place your money? i’ve done the 

legwork for you…

beauty
Organic

Ok! fashiOn and 

beauty directOr 

rOsie underwOOd 

makes a switch tO 

whOlesOme skin care

Sukin Super GreenS Facial 

recovery Serum, £15.99 

we’re familiar with the dietary 

benefits of those famous 

superfoods – acai, kale and 

spirulina. but they can also do 

wonders for your skin, whether 

you choose to eat the stuff of 

slather it on your complexion in 

the form of a serum. 

rahua Shampoo, 

£28, and 

conditioner, £29  

i’m a lover of the 

sun, sea and sand 

– which means my 

hair has a tendency 

to look like straw. 

then i discovered 

the benefits of a 

100 per cent plant-

derived formula for 

my shampoo. yes 

they’re on the pricey 

side, but i’ve never 

looked back.  

neal’S yard remedieS GoodniGht 

pillow miSt, £15 hallelujah! my 

favourite aromatherapy experts 

have made a pillow spray from one 

of their famous organic oils. it’s so 

effective, it works almost instantly!  

dr hauSchka 

clariFyinG 

clay maSk, 

£24.50 the 

dr hauschka 

team take into 

consideration 

the seasons and 

environment 

for a more holistic approach to skin 

care, attracting a host of celebrity fans, 

including kim kardashian (right), Jennifer 

lopez, kate upton and karlie kloss. this 

mask is my number one. 

Green people 

Beauty BooSt 

Skin reStore, 

£18.50 Just a pea-

sized amount of 

this product works 

the wonders of 

a pricey facial, 

thanks to it being 

a powerhouse of 

antioxidant-rich, 

natural ingredients. 

korreS Guava hand 

cream, £9 your hands 

are one of the first 

places to show the 

signs of ageing. this 

stuff left my paws 

feeling super soft and 

smooth, thanks to the 

natural softening and 

nourishing properties 

of near enough all its 

ingredients. 

weleda almond 

SenSitive Skin Body 

waSh, £7.95 organic 

almond oil is a dream 

for sensitive skin. 

Victoria beckham, 

adele and gwyneth 

paltrow (below) 

are all fans of this 

bargain formula, 

which leaves you 

with enough change 

from a tenner to  

grab a coffee!
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get
lippy

Be Bold with glossy hues 

for the perfect kissers

2

1

3

4

5

6

1 NARS VelVet lip glide iN 

UNSpeAkAble, £22 With a new 

doe-foot applicator and enriched with 

an oil infusion complex, this glides 

across the lips with precision and 

lavishes them in a deep red berry hue.

 

2 CliNiqUe pop liqUid mAtte 

lip ColoUR + pRimeR iN blACk 

liCoRiCe pop, £16 In just one 

swipe, your lips with be coated in a 

highly pigmented matte berry shade. 

With an in-built primer, it applies 

smoothly and nourishes  

lips throughout the day. 

 

3 YVeS SAiNt lAUReNt VeRNiS 

A leVReS ViNYl CReAm liqUid 

lipStiCk iN 401 RoUge ViNYle, 

£26 This lipgloss has it all. A high-

shine glossy finish with the comfort 

of a cream texture, it also provides 

a treatment beneath the vibrant 

shade. With a formula similar to skin 

care, it offers the perfect base to 

keep lips conditioned.

 

4 gioRgio ARmANi lip mAgNet 

iN glow, £27 An innovative 

formula of water in oil allows the 

oil and pigments to blend together, 

resulting in a colour that’s twice as 

intense and lasts up to eight hours. 

The flat brush gives a precise and 

easy application and the pointed tip 

defines the perfect contour.

 

5 mARC JACobS eNAmoRed 

Hi-SHiNe gloSS lip lACqUeR iN 

boom, £22 Each shade is inspired 

by Marc’s favourite music, and this 

glossy berry hue will definitely not 

disappoint. Its triple shine complex 

gives the ultimate luxurious vinyl-like 

sheen and intense colour pay-off.

 

6 boURJoiS RoUge editioN 

VelVet lipStiCk iN Cool 

bRowN, £8.99 Enriched with 

nourishing vitamins, this gives a long-

lasting suede-like creamy matte finish. 

This nude shade will suit any skin tone 

and is just right for the daytime.  
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I 
had this idea to marry off two of my 

favourite desserts – banoffee pie and baked 

Alaska, which means you get creamy cold 

vanilla ice cream in the middle of a delicious 

warm tart. And, let me tell you, this marriage 

is blooming amazing!

1. Preheat the oven to 180°C/350°F/gas 

mark 4. Lightly grease a deep 25cm loose-

bottomed tart tin. To make the pastry, finely 

grate the orange zest into a food processor, 

add the cold butter, the flour, almonds and 

1 egg, then blitz until it comes together in 

a ball of dough, wrap in cling film and chill 

for 30 minutes. Roll out on a clean flour-

dusted surface until just under ½cm thick, 

then loosely roll up around the rolling pin 

and unroll over the tart tin, easing it in and 

pushing it carefully into the sides. Trim off 

any excess, patch up any holes, then prick 

the base with a fork, cover and chill in the 

fridge for 30 minutes (use any leftovers for 

mince pies). 

2. When the time’s up, line the pastry case 

with quality cling film (non-PVC), then fill 

with rice, making sure you pack it right out to 

the sides. Bake blind for 15 minutes, remove 

the cling film and rice and bake for another  

5 minutes, or until lightly golden, then leave 

to cool. Soften your ice cream in the fridge.

3. Once the pastry case is cool, spread the 

dulce de leche or caramel across the base, 

scoop over the ice cream and freeze until 

frozen solid – you could get it up to this 

stage a day in advance. Turn the oven up to 

220°C/425°F/gas mark 7. 

4. To make your meringue topping, separate 

the remaining 5 eggs (keep the yolks for 

another day). In a free-standing mixer, whisk 

the egg whites with a pinch of sea salt until 

they form soft peaks. Place the sugar and 

80ml of water in a pan on a high heat. Use 

a sugar thermometer to monitor it getting 

up to 110°C, then reduce the temperature 

to low. Let it gently bubble until it gets up to 

SERVES 12; cooking timE pluS cooling and fREEzing: 1 houR; caloRiES pER SERVing: 444

BanoffEE alaSka, almond 
paStRY, caRamEl, BananaS 

and Vanilla icE cREam

jamiE oliVER
thE tV chEf diShES up two RaViShing REcipES foR 

YouR chRiStmaS taBlE fRom hiS latESt Book

ingREdiEntS
l 150g unsalted 

butter (cold), 

plus extra for 

greasing

l 1 orange

l 200g plain 

flour, plus extra 

for dusting

l 100g ground 

almonds

l 6 large free-

range eggs

l 1 x 500g tub 

of quality vanilla 

ice cream

l 4 tbsp dulce 

de leche or 

caramel sauce

l 300g caster 

sugar

l 2 large ripe 

bananas

l 1 lime

l 1 tbsp  

Camp coffee 

syrup

120°C. Remove from the heat and let the bubbles 

settle for 30 seconds, then very gradually pour it 

into the egg whites, whisking constantly on a low 

speed. Leave it whisking for 10 minutes to cool 

and thicken the mixture. Meanwhile, peel and slice 

the bananas, finely grate over the lime zest and 

squeeze over the juice, then toss together.

5. Get your tart out of the freezer, arrange the 

bananas over the ice cream, then pile on the 

meringue in nice peaks. Use a fork to ripple through 

drips of Camp coffee. Bake on the bottom of the 

oven for just 4 minutes, or until the meringue is 

lightly golden, leaving the ice cream frozen inside. 

Remove from the tin, and serve.

Nutritional information: Fat: 18.6g; saturated 

fat: 9g; protein: 7.2g; carbohydrates: 62.1g; sugars: 

47.3g; salt: 0.3g; fibre: 1.1g.
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chop and sprinkle into a baking dish (30cm x 

35cm). Slice all the fish into bite-sized pieces 

and add to the dish, halve and add the prawns 

(deveining, if needed), then dot the lobster 

meat in and around. Pour over the sauce, top 

with the mash, then drizzle lightly with oil and 

poke in your lobster claws (if using). Bake for  1 

hour in a preheated oven at 180°C/350°F/gas 

mark 4, or until golden, bubbling and the fish is 

cooked through.

Nutritional information:  

Fat: 19.3g; saturated fat: 7.8g; 

protein: 45.2g; carbohydrates: 

50.3g; sugars: 9.1g; salt: 1.8g; 

fibre: 5.5g. 

‘jamie Oliver’S ChriStmaS 
COOkBOOk’ By jamie Oliver iS 
PuBliShed By Penguin randOm 
hOuSe ©jamie Oliver enterPriSeS 
limited (2016 ‘jamie Oliver’S ChriStmaS COOkBOOk’). 
PhOtOgraPher: david lOFtuS.

fish pie, LUXURiOUs fish, 
CReAMY pROseCCO sAUCe 
And Red LeiCesTeR MAsh

seRves 10; COOking TiMe: 2 hOURs 30 MinUTes; CALORies peR seRving: 552

C
hristmas in the uk, if the weather’s not too  

rough for the fishermen to go out, can and 

normally does bring us the most wonderful bounty 

of gorgeous fish, from cold, clean, glorious waters, and 

this is a classic that celebrates them all.

1. Buy your lobster on the day you want to cook it. ask 

your fishmonger to kill it for you, or if you’re happy doing 

it yourself, place the live lobster in the freezer  

for 30 minutes, so it’s docile. When ready to cook, 

carefully and swiftly place the lobster in a large pan  

of boiling water head first, pop the lid on and cook for  

8 minutes. remove, cool, and carefully halve the lobster, 

then remove the meat to a bowl – save the claws to 

decorate, if you like, or, even better, crack, pull out the 

meat and add it to the bowl. Put all the shells back into 

the empty pan you cooked the lobster in and bash with 

a rolling pin, then pour in the milk and simmer on a low 

heat for 15 to 20 minutes to impart unbelievable flavour.

2. meanwhile, peel the onion and carrot, trim the fennel, 

wash the leek, finely chop it all and place in a large 

casserole pan on a medium heat with 1 tbsp of oil and 

half the butter. Cook for 15 minutes, or until soft and 

sticky, stirring regularly. Stir in the flour, followed by  

the mustard and prosecco. let the alcohol bubble and 

cook away, then strain and gradually stir in the milk  

and simmer until you have a nice, loose, silky 

consistency. remove from the heat, grate in the 

lancashire or Cheddar cheese, taste, season to 

perfection and leave to cool.

3. Peel the potatoes, cutting up any larger ones so 

they’re all a similar size, then cook in a large pan of 

boiling salted water for 15 to 20 minutes, or until 

cooked through. drain in a colander and leave to steam 

dry, then return to the pan and mash well with the 

remaining butter and the grated red leicester. Season 

to perfection with sea salt and cayenne, loosening with 

a splash of milk, if needed.

4. remove any tough stalks from the greens, then finely 

ingRedienTs
l 1 x 1.5kg whole live lobster, from 

sustainable sources

l 600ml semi-skimmed milk

l 1 onion

l 1 large carrot

l 1 bulb of fennel

l 1 leek

l Olive oil

l 50g unsalted butter

l 2 tbsp plain flour

l 2 tsp English mustard

l 150ml prosecco

l 50g Lancashire or Cheddar cheese

l 2kg Maris Piper potatoes

l 75g Red Leicester cheese

l Cayenne pepper

l 200g seasonal greens, such as kale,  

cavolo nero, chard

l 1kg mixed fish fillets and seafood, such as 

smoked haddock, scallops, salmon, bass, 

gurnard, lemon sole, skin off and pin-boned, 

from sustainable sources

l 10 raw peeled king prawns, from 

sustainable sources

 OK!





Paradise 
found!

OK! enjoys an idyllic, restful  
retreat on the island of Mauritius

100

health concerns and sleep patterns. Over  

the course of five days, OK! was invited to  

enrol in an indulgent course of therapies and 

relaxation practices including pranayama (the 

ancient art of breath regulation), magnesium 

sleep therapy, yoga and reiki, which are designed 

to reduce stress, rejuvenate the  

body and improve the mood. 

Starting the day with gentle stretching in 

an open-sided pavilion, with the surrounding 

jungle birdsong as our soundtrack, a resident 

expert taught us breathing techniques to aid 

relaxation and improve the quality of our 

sleep. OK! then had a stirring experience 

during our session of reiki healing, and 

also thoroughly enjoyed the unusual 

practice of shirodhara, in which warm oil 

was poured in a continuous stream over 

our forehead. To begin the treatment, 

the therapist soaked our feet and offered 

a traditional prayer. A full-body massage 

followed, before the fluid stream of oil flowed 

across our brow. The gentle pressure and 

soothing warmth of the oil calms, relaxes and 

cleanses the mind, and it’s been proven to 

relieve tension and fear, regulate the mood 

and is a favoured treatment for insomnia. 

Where can i eat?
With several restaurants on site, there’s plenty 

of choice when it comes to mealtimes. Dining 

at Stars feels a million miles away from a 

standard hotel restaurant, with its beach-side 

setting, traditional live music and a varied menu 

inspired by the chef’s favourite Mauritian dishes. 

Don’t miss the crème brûlée with lavender ice 

cream. Meanwhile, dinner at La Kaze Mama gives 

guests the experience of home-style cooking 

from an authentic Mauritian grandma’s kitchen. 

However, OK!’s favourite dining experience was 

the Rum Shed, a rustic shack designed to imitate 

the traditional social hubs of Mauritius. With a 

menu boasting 180 

different rums, a carpet 

of sand on the floor and 

a warm glow from the 

bonfire, it’s impossible 

not to feel relaxed 

and comfortable. The 

menu of comfort food is 

designed to be shared, 

with a variety of freshly 

barbecued and grilled 

dishes to choose from. 

Be sure to order the 

chicken wings covered in a sticky glaze of soya 

honey and sesame, and the deep-fried corn fish 

with onion and chili, which is served whole. 

What else can i do?
At the Rum Shed, the resort’s head chef Willibald 

Reinbacher hosts a cooking class based on the 

concept of Aquacasia cuisine – a celebration of 

traditional dishes from countries in the Indian 

Ocean. OK! cooked a tender smoked fish and 

breadfruit curry, which was simple to prepare and 

bursting with flavour. And, at the end of the class, 

T
he one thing most of us crave is a place 

to unwind from the stresses of modern 

life, and there’s surely nowhere better to 

recharge those batteries than beside the 

powder-white sands and dazzlingly clear waters 

of the island of Mauritius. 

Famous for its pristine beaches and coral reefs, 

the paradise island – off the southeast coast of 

Africa – is renowned for its natural beauty and 

luxurious resorts. Inland you’ll find bustling markets, 

sugarcane plantations and brightly painted houses 

that pop against a backdrop of tropical palms. 

With influence from the Portuguese, French and 

British, who at one time or another inhabited the 

island, Mauritius has a friendly and varied culture, 

not to mention a deliciously diverse blend of Creole, 

Indian and European cuisine. 

After a 12-hour flight, the approach to the 

airport brings a breathtaking bird’s eye view of 

the island’s surrounding reefs, in a tantalising 

shade of turquoise. And it only gets better from 

there, as OK!’s Lauren Ozzati discovered…

Where should i stay?
If the natural beauty of the island’s lagoons and 

beaches aren’t enough to help you to relax, one 

of the biggest spa hotels in the Indian Ocean, 

Shanti Maurice, has launched a bespoke sleep 

package which promises to rejuvenate a tired 

body and mind, correct sleep disorders and 

enhance concentration and mental wellbeing. 

OK! checked into a junior suite at the 

hotel, which boasted a generous 

balcony overlooking the beach. The 

resort is spread across sprawling 

grounds and features a lavish spa, fitness room, 

several swimming pools, tennis courts and 

four restaurants. The hotel 

has an authentic, elegant 

design and is punctuated 

with ponds and exotic jungle 

foliage, giving the effect 

of being in the heart of 

nature. Visitors are treated 

to the best of the famous 

Mauritian hospitality – no 

request is too big or small 

and staff are always on hand 

to deliver trays of ice-cold 

refreshments and chilled 

towels to guests at the beach. Despite the hotel 

being full to capacity during our stay, none of the 

facilities or the beach were crowded, enhancing 

the sense of peace and tranquillity at the resort. 

Which stars Might i see?
Mauritius has long been a popular choice for 

celebrities, with Joanna Lumley, Jenny Frost 

and Yasmin Le Bon having all jetted off to the 

tropical island. Pixie Lott has been spotted 

hitting the beach for some winter sun with her 

boyfriend Oliver Cheshire, and David Beckham 

is rumoured to have a home there. 

Shanti Maurice has also hosted 

actress Zoe Saldana and footballer 

Zinedine Zidane.

Where can i relaX?
If whiling away the days in a sun-

soaked hammock isn’t enough to 

reverse the fatigue and pressures 

of modern living, Shanti Maurice’s 

recently launched sleep package is 

for you. This bespoke programme 

of Ayurvedic spa treatments is 

carefully tailored to each guest’s 

Start the day 

with yoga and 

meditation

Below: OK! enjoyed the blissful 

sleep retreat at Shanti Maurice.  

Right: Pixie Lott is a Mauritius fan

Above: OK! loved hanging 

out at the Rum Shed.  Left: 

Our gorgeous suite
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the resident mixologist created a tangy 

rum cocktail, which paired beautifully 

with the dish.

Work off the abundant good food 

with a fitness class, or opt for a yoga bike 

ride, which allows guests to see more of 

the island. You’ll peddle past sugarcane 

fields and stop off in secluded clearings 

by the beach for yoga and meditation. 

In your quest for harmony, don’t miss a 

visit to the island’s sacred energy vortex, 

one of only 

14 on earth, 

for guided 

meditation. The 

enlightening 

experience is 

intended to 

cleanse the 

mind, help you 

to let go of 

things and encourage a feeling of healing 

energy and balance. 

HOW DO I GET THERE?
Shanti Maurice (www.shantimaurice.

com) offers a five-night sleep package 

from £2,750pp. Price based on one person 

staying in a junior ocean-view suite on a 

half-board basis and includes yoga, reiki, 

massage, reflexology and sleep therapy. 

Air Mauritius (www.airmauritius.com) 

flies from Heathrow to Mauritius up to 

four times a week. Return fares start from 

£785pp, including tax. 

FoR MoRe on MAuRITIuS, vISIT THe TouRIST 
boARd WebSITe AT TouRISM-MAuRITIuS.Mu.

RePoRT bY LAuRen ozzATI   TReAT oF THe Week 
bY cLARe geRAgHTY   FIve oF THe beST And 

RePoRT edITed bY nAncY bRoWn, ok! SPA edIToR     
PHoTogRAPHS bY ALAMY, geTTY IMAgeS

 OK!

●South 
AfricA

indiAn 
oceAn

TREaT Of THE WEEk

beloved by 

the Made In 

Chelsea set, duck 

& dry is a boutique 

salon nestled 

in the heart of 

chelsea’s kings 

Road offering 

bouncy blow dries, 

braided up-dos 

and manicures. 

but what’s really 

exciting is their 

newly opened 

events lounge. Tucked 

beneath the salon, this 

private haven of pampering 

is the perfect girlie space for 

a hen do, office christmas 

party or baby shower. 

ok! recently hosted 

an intimate baby shower 

at the salon, which left 

our mum-to-be and her 

guests feeling relaxed, 

rejuvenated and groomed. 

The space – which includes 

eight pampering stations, 

two hair washing sinks 

and a bank of pink leather 

sofas to relax on after your 

treatments – is stunning. 

Private stylists and 

manicurists were on 

hand to see to our every 

pampering need and we 

were offered prosecco 

and soft drinks from the 

lounge’s exclusive cocktail 

bar. duck & dry can also 

organise catering, so we 

opted for some indulgent 

cupcakes and mouth-

watering canapés.  

The friendly stylists 

and nail technicians were 

speedy but incredibly 

thorough, ensuring we 

were able to chat, eat and 

enjoy ourselves while they 

worked their magic. We left 

thoroughly relaxed with 

glossy nails and coiffed 

dos, excitedly planning our 

next visit to duck & dry. 

THe evenTS Lounge cAn be 
HIRed on An HouRLY bASIS  
FRoM £50PP And oFFeRS bLoW 
dRY And PRoSecco PAckAgeS 
FoR £60PP. MAke-uP, nAILS  
And cATeRIng AvAILAbLe  
uPon RequeST. vISIT  
WWW.duckAnddRY.coM.

Duck & DRy, LOnDOn

5 Of THE bEsT  aT HOmE spa buys

1

2

White sandy shores and 

sun-soaked beaches await 

on the island of Mauritius in 

the Indian Ocean

AfricA

indiA

●

MAuritiuS

1 BeAn Body coffee BeAn ScruB, £14.95, www.

hollandandbarrett.com. With vitamin e, sea salt 

and coconut oil, this leaves skin baby soft.

2 teoxAne rAdiAnt night Peel, £40, www.

teoxane-beauty.co.uk. our new skin care staple! 

use for 21 nights to reveal radiant skin.

3 nourellA Active Skin SuPPort 

SuPPleMent, £39.95, shop.nourella.com. These 

one-a-day tablets support the skin’s rebuilding 

process and collagen production. combine with 

the cream for visible results in 12 weeks. 

4 fillerinA, £79, www.fillerina.co.uk. Forget 

botox, this 14-day targeted non-evasive 

treatment uses a blend of six hyaluronic acids to 

plump without puncturing the skin.

5 BulletProof SleeP induction MAt, £39.95, 

uk.bulletproof.com. Say hello to a great night’s 

sleep – 15 minutes on the mat apparently 

promotes healthier skin and more energy, too.

3

4

5
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‘Long Live  
the AngeLs’
emeLi sAnde

FilmmUSiC

After huge success with her 

slightly sombre 2012 debut 

Our Version Of Events, Emeli U-turns, steering 

us towards an edgier and more soulful sound for 

album number two. The Scottish singer keeps it 

close to home as she tracks her Zambian roots 

with opening chant track Selah, and features her 

father and cousins, also known as the Serenje 

Choir, on Tenderly. Fans are lapping up Hurts, the 

first single from the star in more than four years 

and, although Highs & Lows sounds very similar 

to her 2012 chart-topping single Next To Me,  

any déjà vu is redeemed by the up-tempo Babe. 

NO ★★★★★ out this friday

‘ArrivAl’ (12A)

A
my Adams plays Dr Louise Banks, 

a professor of linguistics, in this 

thrilling sci-fi drama. Together 

with Jeremy Renner as physicist Ian 

Donnelly, she’s enlisted by the army 

and Colonel Weber (Forest Whitaker) 

as part of an elite team to make 

contact with one of the 12 mysterious 

space pods that have arrived on Earth. 

Working alongside 11 other nations, 

they try and decipher not only what the 

visitors from outer space are saying, but 

what they want. With an international 

state of emergency declared, we see 

the panic of society, with looting, 

disorder and hysteria. The dramatic  

and ethereal music score perfectly 

sets the tone of uncertainty, but with 

a bucket full of hope. A journey of love 

and loss and a real thought-provoker.  

TD ★★★★   out this thursday

A
nt McPartlin and Declan Donnelly 

are back with a brand-new series 

of the smash-hit jungle reality show. 

Expect thrills and spills from the 

outset, as viewers decide which 

campmate faces this season’s very 

first Bushtucker Trial, throwing them 

straight into the deep end. NB

‘i’m A ceLebrity– get me 
out of here!’ SUndAy, itv, 9

thiS week’S telly PiCk

Penguin month the seA Life  

London AquArium

T
he Sea Life London 

Aquarium’s latest 

attraction, Penguin Point, 

is holding a series of festive 

experiences throughout 

December. Five new penguins 

are being introduced into the 

aquarium’s adorable colony 

of gentoos, and the floor-to-

ceiling viewing area means you 

can get up close and personal with their new penguin 

pals. Little ones can also send a letter to Santa via 

Penguin Post in the snowy South Pole and, if you’re 

lucky, you might catch some carols at the Christmas 

choir’s Sing To The Gentoo! KLF 

for more information, see www.visitsealife.com/london.

hot tiCket!

B
ritain’s best-loved ballroom duo are back! 

Strictly Come Dancing star Anton du Beke 

and his professional dance partner Erin Boag 

will take to the floor for a springtime swing-

time extravaganza as they hit theatres across 

the country. Let the anchoring rhythms of the 

live orchestra lead you through the stylish 

’30s, while the Anton’s famously cheeky 

sense of humour is sure to provide some 

laughs during the pair’s hugely popular Q&A 

section of the show. LE

 
‘swing time’ runs from january 26 to april 2 2017. 
for tickets, visit www.raymondgubbay.co.uk.

‘Anton & erin – 
swing time’ uK tour

hot tiCket!

Book

F
rom his struggles with anxiety and an eating disorder to his 

decision to leave One Direction and singing 

about sex, a now-solo Zayn Malik bares his soul to 

the world in his highly-anticipated autobiography.  

Much to our disappointment, he doesn’t detail 

too much about his past engagement to Perrie 

Edwards or current squeeze Gigi Hadid, but the 

Pillowtalk singer makes up for it as he delves 

into his rags-to-riches story, right from the 

Bradford beginnings that motivated him to make 

something of himself. NO ★★★★ out now

‘ZAyn’
ZAyn mALiK

up to

half pricehalf price
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Her exclusive OK! column

our girl Heads to tHe pride 

of britain awards, reveals 

How tHe ‘corrie’ set is 

getting HealtHy, and 

enjoys a spa treat!

dressed up and feeling proud

t
he Pride of Britain 

awards last week were 

incredibly moving. there 

were some really 

inspirational people there and 

the children who were given 

awards particularly tugged at 

my heartstrings. We all just sat 

there with tears in our eyes the 

whole time – it was a very 

humbling experience. matt and i 

were on a table with some of the 

Corrie and Emmerdale cast, 

including charley Webb and 

matthew Wolfenden [below]. 

When i was married to Jamie 

[Lomas, charley’s brother], 

charley and i saw quite a lot of 

each other, so it was really nice 

to have a catch-up. matthew 

and matt got on really well, too. 

i wore a dress by Liverpool-

based designer mark melia [right] 

and i loved it. i’m 

always in black and 

sometimes red, so 

it was nice to wear 

gold for a change. 

Bless mark, he 

came round to my 

house the night 

before to alter it 

as it was a bit too 

big – i thought that 

was extremely 

good of him as i was having 

a bit of a meltdown when it 

wouldn’t fit!

i thought matt looked 

very handsome in his suit. 

Bless him, he thanked me 

afterwards for taking him, 

as the whole night really 

moved him – he’s a sensitive 

soul. the only part he wasn’t 

overly keen on was walking 

the red carpet! He did it with 

me – well, he couldn’t really 

avoid it as our car pulled up 

outside – but he was really 

nervous about it. that’s the 

one part of my life he’s happy 

to stay away from, really.  

matt and i didn’t stay  

for the after-party following 

the awards at London’s 

grosvenor House Hotel.  

it was almost midnight  

and i was 

working the next 

day, so, after 

an emotional 

evening, we 

called it a night 

[see page 38 for 

more from the 

awards]. 

While we 

were down 

in London for 

 OK!

a weekend of pampering

Halloween, david and emilie took 

Polly out trick-or-treating. emilie 

made her up to look like a zombie-

style elsa from Frozen [above]. i 

think she did a terrific job with her 

make-up!

there was a report recently 

which said that some of cast 

and crew at Coronation Street 

have nicknamed EastEnders 

‘DeadEnders’ because of alleged 

lacklustre storylines. Well, i’ve 

never heard that said once on our 

set! i don’t think anyone would be 

so mean as to sit there going, aren’t 

they rubbish? it’s not like that here. 

We respect everyone who works on 

EastEnders and all the other soaps 

as we know better than anyone 

how hard they all work.

Last weekend, matt and i had a 

mini-break with our friends 

Leslie and Phil. Leslie and i [right]

headed to Rockcliffe Hall in county 

durham on the Friday night and 

had a girlie pamper session, which 

included a massage and pedicure. 

then on saturday at lunchtime, 

matt and Leslie’s husband Phil 

joined us and they both played golf 

while we chilled out in the spa. 

in the evening we all had a 

seven-course tasting menu with 

paired wines – very indulgent!  

the next day i had a facial and  

matt had a massage before we 

headed home. it was just the 

relaxing break i needed after  

a busy week on set! 

Katie mcglynn [left] is 

looking fabulous, 

although i think she’s 

been looking great for a 

while now! a lot of the 

cast at Corrie – well, 

mainly the girls! – are on 

a bit of a health kick and 

want to feel fit. you’ll 

often see people walking 

around in their gym kit 

having just been or 

heading to an exercise 

session.  

the canteen at work 

is really good now, too, 

with lots of healthy 

options available, like a 

salad bar. in fact, they 

even have a nutriBullet 

counter where you can 

get a green juice made 

up! i think they know 

that many of us have 

become more health-

conscious recently.

katie 

mcslim!
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A
lthough he has a new 

album out, Robbie 

Williams will have to tone 

down the dancing for his 

next tour because he’s been 

diagnosed with arthritis. The 

former Take That star, 42, says he 

can’t even play football any more: 

‘I’ve got arthritis in my back so I 

can’t put my foot through a ball.’ 

If you’re surprised, don’t be. 

Arthritis will affect around one 

in five of us in our lifetime. The 

two most common types are 

rheumatoid and osteoarthritis. 

Rheumatoid arthritis, where the 

body’s immune system targets 

joints leading to pain and swelling, 

affects 400,000 people in the UK, 

with women three times more 

likely to develop it than men. 

Osteoarthritis, which causes 

stiffness and affects nearly nine 

million British people, is also more 

common in women and people 

who have a family history of the 

condition. Over-the-counter 

treatments such as Voltarol can 

bring relief, but as yet there is 

no cure for arthritis. OK! talked 

to Harley Street physiotherapist 

William Kenton to find out the 

best ways of dealing with it… 

CAN WE 
PREVENT IT? 

Osteoarthritis is not preventable 

but several factors increase your 

risk of developing it. Obesity 

increases this risk, particularly 

at weight-bearing joints such as 

the knees, ankles and hips. ‘A 

previous joint injury also increases 

your susceptibility, with women 

and those over 40 years of age 

also more likely to suffer from 

osteoarthritis,’ says William. 

‘Keeping your weight within your 

recommended BMI, through 

a balanced diet and regular 

physical activity, is the single most 

important factor in reducing the 

risk of developing osteoarthritis.’ 

THE EARLY 
WARNING SIGNS 

‘The onset of osteoarthritis 

will usually present itself as 

a multitude of symptoms 

including pain, stiffness, a grating 

or grinding sensation called 

crepitus, swelling and a reduced 

ability to use the painful joint in 

day to day life,’ explains William.

Keeping active is an important 

part of managing osteoarthritis, 

with exercise often needing 

to be modified to reduce the 

impact on affected joints. William 

recommends swimming and 

cycling: ‘They are low impact 

and great ways to stay fit for 

arthritis sufferers.’ 

HOW TO DEAL 
WITH THE PAIN
Again William puts emphasis on 

exercising where possible. ‘Keep 

as active as your discomfort 

allows and try to engage in some 

form of exercise three to four 

times a week, incorporating both 

cardiovascular and strength 

training into your exercise plan.’ 

He adds: ‘You can use over-

the-counter anti-inflammatories 

as directed by your GP. A topical 

gel such as Deep Relief Joint Pain 

Gel will help alleviate discomfort 

when applied locally to affected 

areas.’ If your 

pain persists 

then consult 

a chartered 

physiotherapist 

for a professional 

opinion.

If YOU SUffeR fROM 
ARTHRITIS, HelP 
AnD SUPPORT ARe 
AVAIlABle. TRY 
ARTHRITIS cARe 
On 0808 800 4050 
OR VISIT WWW.
ARTHRITIScARe. 
ORG.UK.

ARTHRITIS AFFECTS TEN MILLION 

PEOPLE IN THE UK – AND 

ALTHOUGH THERE IS NO KNOWN 

CURE, THERE ARE WAYS TO  
MANAGE THE CONDITION...

DON’T 
SUFFER IN 
SILENCE

Robbie Williams 

revealed he is 

suffering from 

arthritis and can no 

longer play football

Exercising – where 

possible – can help 

to ease the pain
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OK! has teamed up with The Bluebeards Revenge to 

give eight lucky readers a gift set worth £25, featuring 

its eau de toilette. It boasts a rich blend of jasmine, 

black tea and watermint highlighted by sandalwood and 

patchouli, rounded off nicely with a good 

dash of oakmoss and musk, and comes 

complete with matching shower gel. To 

be in with a chance of winning, tell 

us the name of the chart-topping girl 

band Rochelle Humes was in.

win a gift set from the bluebeards revenge!

T
his week I had to go for an extra scan 

because my placenta was completely 

covering my cervix in my last scan, so 

they’ve been monitoring it. They had to 

make sure my placenta had moved away from 

my cervix – if it hadn’t, then they wouldn’t let me 

go into labour in case any bleeding becomes 

life-threatening. Luckily my placenta has moved 

but unfortunately the baby is breech.

We’ve started talking about baby names, but I 

hate all the names that Jamie suggests. He keeps 

saying we should call the baby Jamie Junior for 

a girl or a boy – he’d 

better be joking!

Sofia started nursery 

and I was expecting 

tears, but she took her 

coat off, sat down and 

started drawing. She 

even whinged at me for 

giving her a kiss – I’ve 

got a tweenager on 

my hands!

Sofia dressed up as a 

monster from Monsters, 

Inc [right] on Halloween 

to go trick or treating 

and looked so cute. We 

went to our friend’s 

house in Leicester 

and Jamie dressed 

up in a Morph suit, 

with Taylor dressed 

in a similar one. I 

decorated the whole 

kitchen [right] and we 

did pumpkin carving and made scary spider cakes.

Seeing all the glamorous outfits at the Pride 

Of Britain Awards made me order some Tiffany 

Rose evening dresses for some events I have 

coming up. I’m also having my extensions put 

back in because I miss tying my hair up.

29 weeks pregnant

football hero 

Jamie vardy’s 

wife writes 

exclusively 

about her week 

lay off christine
Christine Bleakley [right] is 

apparently sick of being asked 

why she hasn’t had babies yet. 

She may not want kids or there 

may be underlying issues, it’s 

no one’s business. It must be 

difficult having that constant 

speculation about something so personal. 

i feel katie’s pain
I’m enjoying Katie Price’s autobiography Reborn. 

We have swapped numbers and spoken a few 

times. When I read the 

chapters in Katie’s book 

about Kieran cheating, I 

texted Katie [left] and said: 

‘I got bad anxiety reading 

that.’ I really like her and we 

have a few things in common. 

I understand what she has 

to deal with co-parenting 

with an ex, and she has also 

suffered with postnatal 

depression like I have.

five ways to
stay strong 

1 Make sleep (above) a priority. Growth 

hormones, which play a major role in 

building and maintaining muscle, are 

released primarily when we are asleep. 

2 Crash dieting and roller coaster 

weight gain can leave you with more 

fat mass and less lean muscle mass. 

Try to maintain a healthy weight with a 

balanced diet.

3 Include regular 

weight-bearing 

exercise. Even 

walking can be 

positive for bone 

health and leg 

muscles (right). 

As a general rule, 

those who don’t 

do much activity 

can aim to build 

up to 10,000 

steps a day. 

4 Up your vitamin D. It’s crucial for 

healthy muscle function and for the 

absorption of calcium which helps your 

muscles contract, including your cardiac 

and skeletal muscles. 

5 Avoid injury where possible. Always wear 

the correct footwear and equipment when 

you exercise.
 

DR MARILyn GLEnvILLE IS THE AuTHOR Of ‘nATuRAL 
ALTERnATIvES TO SuGAR’ (AMAzOn, £7.17).

fEATuRE By OK! HEALTH EDITOR yASMInE GRIffITHS    
PHOTOGRAPHS By BBC, GETTy IMAGES

a healthy diet
can help

OK! spoke to nutritionist 
Cassandra Barns to see how 
your diet could help with the 
symptoms of arthritis…

■ The most 

important step 

is to make sure 

you are eating 

enough fresh 

vegetables and 

fruit as they are 

high in vitamin 

C, which is 

essential for 

joint cartilage 

health. Green 

vegetables in particular contain 

vitamin K and minerals such as 

calcium and magnesium which 

contribute to strong bones. Aim to 

have five to seven servings in total 

every day. 

■ nuts and seeds are 

excellent sources 

of minerals such as 

magnesium, zinc and 

calcium. They also 

provide omega-3 and 

omega-6 fatty acids.

■ Oily fish contain the omega-3 fats 

EPA (eicosapentaenoic acid) and 

DHA (docosahexaenoic acid). As 

well as supporting brain and heart 

health, these 

omega-3s may 

help to control 

inflammation 

too. Aim to 

have a serving 

of sardines, 

mackerel, trout 

or salmon (right) 

two or three 

times a week. 

■ Herbs and spices used in cooking may 

have anti-inflammatory effects too. 

Turmeric (left) in particular has 

been extensively studied for 

its potential to help control 

inflammation and pain, 

protect joints and 

maintain flexibility. 

Keeping your muscles strong as you 
age is crucial to living a long, healthy 
life. Nutritionist Dr Marilyn Glenville 
gives us her tips: 

 OK!
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Above: Frankie Bridge.  Right: 

Strictly Come Dancing’s Joanne 

Clifton and Ore Oduba

Above: Una Healy and Ben 

Foden.  Right: Ben Shephard 

and Susanna Reid

Above: Lydia Bright and 

Ferne McCann.  Above 

right:  Mollie King

Above: Jade Jones and 

Emma Bunton.  Left: 

Carol Vorderman

Above: Joe Wicks shakes 

hands with Mary Berry.  

Right: Fearne Cotton

What: Pride Of Britain Awards. 

Where: Grosvenor House, London.

When: Monday October 31.

Who: Carol Vorderman hosted 

the awards, while guests included 

Mary Berry, Fearne Cotton and Sir 

Cliff Richard, making his return to 

the red carpet.

LoWdoWn: Prince Charles 

handed out one of the awards at 

the event, held in association with 

the Daily Mirror, which recognises 

the achievements of people from 

all walks of life who have made the 

country a better place.

take pride

OK!
WitH Mark 

MOOdY
@MarkjMOOdYpartiesK ar



Above: Georgia Kousoulou and 

Danielle Armstrong.  Below: Sir 

Tom Jones and Louis Walsh

Above: Prince Charles chats 

to Dame Joan Collins.  Below: 

Stephen Way, Gloria Hunniford 

and Sir Cliff Richard

Above: Myleene Klass and Katherine 

Jenkins.  Left: Lucy Watson and 

James Dunmore

Our award winning luxurious facial skincare treatment containing 

Bee Venom, natural Manuka Honey, the collagen treatment 

Trylagen® and Hyadisine® creates a unique anti-wrinkle cream.

Helps reduce the appearance of:

ü  Wrinkles & Fine Lines ü  Sagging Skin

ü  Frown Lines ü  Dull Skin

Skin Doctors™ Beelift™

PROFESSIONAL RESULTS AT HOME
SPECIALIST SKINCARE FOR PROBLEM AREAS

WWW.SKINDOCTORS.CO.UK

*Test on Trylagen (active ingredient in Skin Doctors Beelift) showed up to 300% increase in collagen III in just 7 days.

Voting closes 11/11/16

No bees are harmed in the making of Skin Doctors Beelift

VOTE NOW
www.beauty-magazine.co.uk

Skin Doctors UK

INCREASES
COLLAGEN

BY UP TO*

300%

Plumps & fi rms
without the sting

Best New Facial
Skincare Product

Also shortlisted at the 

Beauty Awards 2016 withfdg     fdg fdg 

Shop Now:
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Above: Samuel L Jackson and Brie 

Larson.  Right: Ewan McGregor 

with Jennifer Lawrence
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What: AMD British Academy 

Britannia Awards.  

Where: The Beverly Hilton Hotel, 

Los Angeles.

When: Friday October 28. 

Who: A-list stars of the  

silver screen, including Tom 

Hanks, Jennifer Lawrence,  

Ewan McGregor. 

LoWdoWn: Presented by Jaguar 

Land Rover and American Airlines, 

the event saw the likes of Felicity 

Jones, Samuel L Jackson and 

Jodie Foster honoured for their 

contributions to film. 

reel stars

Above: Jennifer Lawrence and 

Jodie Foster.  Right: Pixie Lott.  

Below: Felicity Jones with 

Tom Hanks

What: LACMA Art+Film Gala. 

Where: Los Angeles County 

Museum of Art, California.

When: Saturday October 29. 

Who: Gwyneth Paltrow and 

Rosie Huntington-Whiteley. 

LoWdoWn: Presented 

by Gucci, the event saw 

A-list guests interact with 

Chris Burden’s Urban Light 

installation and watch a 

performance from musician 

Børns. Artist Robert Irwin and 

film director Kathryn Bigelow 

were celebrated.

fine art 

Above: Rosie Huntington-

Whiteley.  Top right: James Corden 

with wife Julia Carey

Above: Zoe Saldana 

and Demi Moore.  Right: 

Gwyneth Paltrow
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What: Scottish Fashion Awards.

Where: Rosewood Hotel, London.

When: Friday October 21.

Who: Pixie Lott and Alesha Dixon 

were among the stylish VIPs.

LoWdoWn: Guests drank Rock Angel 

wine, Caorunn Gin and anCnoc whisky.

great scot

What: Harper’s Bazaar Women 

Of The Year Awards.

Where: Claridge’s, London.

When: Monday October 31.

Who: Emma Watson took the 

award for Inspiration, while Rosie 

Huntington-Whiteley was named 

Best Businesswoman.

LoWdoWn: Winners also included 

Theatre Icon Keira Knightley and 

Television Icon Gillian Anderson.

super women
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Above: Pixie Lott, Judy 

Murray and Charlie-

Ann Lott.  Above left: 

Tallia Storm and 

Alesha Dixon

Above left: Jacey Elthalion, 

Valentina Hartmann and Josh 

Parkinson.  Above right: Tessa 

Hartmann and Holly Fulton

Above: Martin Ellice and 

Shailesh Solanki.  Right: 

Riz Lateef and Nick Ferrari

What: GG2 Leadership Awards.

Where: Park Plaza Westminster Bridge.

When: Thursday October 20.

Who: Winners included Woman Of The 

Year Baroness Scotland.

LoWdoWn: The awards celebrate talent 

in Britain’s ethnic minority communities.

leading lights

Above: Kalpesh Solanki, Barry Gardiner 

MP, Baroness Scotland and OK! and 

Express group joint managing director 

Martin Ellice.  Right: Laila Rouass

Above: Rosie 

Huntington-Whiteley 

and Elizabeth Hurley.  

Left: Laura Carmichael 

and James Norton

Above: James Righton 

and Keira Knightley.  Left: 

Emma Watson.  Above 

right: Gillian Anderson
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northern & shell general competition rules and guidelines
1. No purchase necessary. 2. The competition is open to all readers over 18 years of age and resident in the UK, unless otherwise 

specified. 3. Lost, incomplete, illegible or late entries will not be accepted. 4. Employees of Northern & Shell Plc or its associated 
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prize offered is unavailable due to causes beyond our control, a similar prize of greater or equal value will be substituted. No cash alternative 

is available. 10. Copyright in entries received is assigned by participants and shall belong to Northern & Shell Plc. Entries will not be returned.
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What: The Tale Of Thomas Burberry launch.

Where: Thomas’s Café, Burberry, London.

When: Tuesday November 1.

Who: Jenna Coleman was among the 

VIPs at the screening of the Christmas ad.

LoWdoWn: The brand’s three-minute 

advert is based on the life of its founder.

check it out!
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What: The Crown world premiere.

Where: Odeon Leicester Square, London.

When: Tuesday November 1.

Who: Claire Foy, who plays HM the 

Queen, and Matt Smith, who plays 

Prince Philip, walked the red carpet.

LoWdoWn: The ten-part Netflix series 

begins with the Queen’s wedding 

to Prince Philip and includes her uncle’s 

abdication, her father’s death and 

her coronation.

crowning glory

Above: Matt Smith and Claire Foy hit the 

red carpet.  Right: Vanessa Kirby, who 

plays Princess Margaret

Above: Jenna Coleman.  Right: 

Lily James and Burberry’s 

Christopher Bailey.  Below right: 

Clara Paget and Jack Guinness

112
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**Calls cost £1.50 per min plus your telephone company’s network access charge. Calls are recorded for your protection. Max call 

duration 19 mins. Service available 8am-1am, seven days a week. Booking line open Mon-Fri, 9am-5.30pm. Each text message 

received costs £1.50. You will receive two response messages per question. Total cost £3. Standard operator rates apply for all 

messages you send. You must be 18 or over. Available in the UK only. Customer service 0333 202 3392 (9am-5pm). 

This service is for entertainment only and is regulated by PhonepayPlus. Service provider: Spoke.

SAVE OVER £15
when you book a 30-minute reading!

CALL FREE TO BOOK YOUR READING NOW 

ON 0800 063 1498

LORI’S TEAM OF GIFTED PSYCHICS ARE 

WAITING FOR YOUR CALL...

Or pay by your phone bill
TAROT READINGS 0906 150 5848**

Our psychics use tarot cards to give 
you a personal reading.

TEXT A PSYCHIC
Each text cost 2 x £1.50 plus 

standard network charge.

Text OK followed by your questions 
to 82229** and one of our psychics 

will send you an answer.

PSYCHIC LINE 0906 150 5847**

Have a one-to-one reading with a 
member of Lori’s team.

LOVE AND RELATIONSHIPS 

0906 150 5845**

Call now for advice on where your 
heart may be leading you.

june 22 – 
july 23cancer

Partnership issues or business negotiations 

causing you stress now fade away as Venus 

brings harmony and new understanding. 

Fresh enthusiasm for a project puts the zing 

back into your work. Time to celebrate your 

success. STARlIne: 0905 789 4004*

AuGuST 24 – 
SePTeMBeR 23 VirGo

The planets are urging you to change 

priorities, to think about your own needs, 

get involved in creative projects and, yes, to 

concentrate on a spot of romance too. There’s 

travel on the horizon but it’s always nice to 

come home. STARlIne: 0905 789 4006*

MAy 22 – 
june 21Gemini

Ready for adventure? It’s a new ball game 

this week: time to put the past behind you, 

think about the future and move forward. 

Your path is clearer than it has been for 

years. Trust in yourself and say yes to that 

invitation. STARlIne: 0905 789 4003*

Fill the tank and step on the gas. There’s 

work to do, ground to cover – and the clock 

is ticking. Fortunately, clever Mercury opens 

a floodgate of physical and mental energy. It 

brings new inspiration just when you need it 

most. STARlIne: 0905 789 4009*

ScorPio
OCTOBeR 24 –
nOVeMBeR 22

Times when we get on someone else’s 

wavelength are special and rare but you 

seem to manage it brilliantly this week. 

Welcome with open arms any bright ideas 

that help save you money. Monday is a big 

day for love. STARlIne: 0905 789 4008*

SePTeMBeR 24 –
OCTOBeR 23liBra

You have a lot of extra work on your plate 

and it doesn’t help when someone tries to 

spike your wheels. But with success planet 

Jupiter in your sign, your confidence is high. 

There isn’t anyone you can’t outshine this 

week! STARlIne: 0905 789 4007*

jAnuARy 21 –
FeBRuARy 19aQUariUS

Mars puts you firmly in the driving seat. 

There’s lots of crazy energy around, but for 

you the pace is stimulating. You’re mixing 

business with pleasure, leading groups and 

taking charge. On Monday there’s a grand 

finale at home. STARlIne: 0905 789 4011*

FeBRuARy 20 –
MARCh 20PiSceS

Roll up your sleeves and polish your patter. 

That’s the message in your stars where work 

and career are concerned. People will be 

seeking you out and roping you into their 

activities. The more you get involved, the 

more you achieve. STARlIne: 0905 789 4012*

MARCh 21 – 
APRIl 20arieS

What a relief: the pressure at work eases 

and the slower pace means you can actually 

enjoy the projects you’re involved with. Even 

so, you’re unlikely to keep a low profile! 

When it comes to love, Venus is flying your 

flag. STARlIne: 0905 789 4001*

APRIl 21 – 
MAy 21taUrUS

With a new ambitious thrust putting you in a 

go-getting, enterprising mood, you’re bound 

to take strides forward. You’re delighted 

with an invitation from afar, but plan all 

journeys carefully to avoid complications 

later in the week. STARlIne: 0905 789 4002*

Ambitions are fired. Monday’s full moon 

turns the spotlight on you. With a deadline 

looming you know you have to deliver, and of 

course you do – brilliantly. Tell your partner 

what’s on your mind and watch as passion 

turns up the heat! STARlIne: 0905 789 4005*

leo
july 24 –

AuGuST 23 

deCeMBeR 22 –
jAnuARy 20caPricorn

Jupiter, currently in the most prestigious 

sector of your chart, is encouraging you to 

make more of your executive abilities. So 

get your thinking cap on and look the part! 

A hunch pays off on Tuesday – act on it 

without delay. STARlIne: 0905 789 4010*

nOVeMBeR 23 – 
deCeMBeR 21SaGittariUS

oUr aStroloGer tellS YoU all YoU need  

to KnoW aBoUt YoUr WeeK ahead!

TOM ellIS – nOVeMBeR 17 1978
Scorpios have a reputation for being super sexy, and 

actor Tom Ellis doesn’t disappoint. With electric 

Uranus and charming Venus also joining the sun in 

Scorpio, here is a character that mesmerises and 

dazzles. As Lucifer Morningstar in Fox TV’s comedy 

cop drama, Tom Ellis is perfectly cast. But with intense 

Pluto and austere Saturn on the move, bringing a hint 

of danger and psychological intrigue, he may soon 

gravitate to more serious parts.
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Calls to Starlines cost 80p per minute plus your telephone company’s network access charge. Maximum eight minutes duration. Entertainment only. SP: Spoke, 0333 202 3390. 
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take a trip down  

celebrity MeMory lane
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t’s just over a year ago 

since OK! sat down with 

pregnant Sam Faiers. 

at six months along, 

the former TOWIE star 

appeared in our shoot 

alongside her boyfriend 

Paul Knightley.

Glowing with 

excitement at the 

impending arrival of her 

first child, Sam joked that 

Paul ‘better not leave my 

side’ around the time of 

her labour, musing that they would have 

a spicy curry if the baby was overdue. 

as it turns out, no curry was needed! 

a few weeks before Sam’s January due 

date – and two days before her 25th 

birthday – the couple had to make a mad 

hospital dash as she was 8cm dilated. 

While the couple abandoned their 

plans for a home birth due to Sam running 

a high temperature, the rest of the labour 

went smoothly. they welcomed son Paul 

tony, who is named after his father and 

uncle, on december 29.

despite having only dated for a year at 

the time of our interview, the couple were 

overjoyed at falling pregnant. ‘Everything 

i do is for the baby,’ Paul 

revealed, with Sam  

adding that she was  

‘more focused than ever’. 

Gushing over his 

girlfriend’s pregnancy 

curves, Paul, then 27, 

added: ‘Being pregnant, 

i find her very attractive. 

[But] i think she’ll snap 

straight back into shape 

anyway.’ it seems he was 

spot on – Sam recently 

shared a racy instagram 

snap showing off a tiny waist! 

today, the happy pair are preparing 

for baby Paul’s first christmas, as well  

as documenting their first few months  

of parenthood on reality show Sam 

Faiers: The Mummy Diaries. 

a recent episode of the show revealed 

that the family share a bed ‘nine out 

of ten nights’, so it’s lucky they’ve just 

bought a bigger bed, with Sam recently 

revealing on This Morning: ‘Paul and i 

want five children.’ She added: ‘We don’t 

want too long a gap between babies, but 

i want to wait until we’re married.’
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SAM FAIERS BARES HER BUMP FOR OK! AS 

SHE DISCUSSES PREGNANCY AND BIRTHING 

PLANS WITH BOYFRIEND PAUL KNIGHTLEY
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sIX-months-PREGnAnt

sAm FAIERs
And hER BoYFRIEnd PAUL

‘oUR BABY wAs GIvInG Us A
thUmBs UP dURInG thE scAn!’
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‘GEttInG EnGAGEd to cAsEY
In nEw YoRk wAs thE
BEst wEEk oF mY LIFE’
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PLUs hER BoYFRIEnd
tRAvIs sAYs: ‘RItA Is

stUnnInG & AwEsomE’
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 if we have published anything which you believe to be 

factually inaccurate, please go to www.express.co.uk/
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Above and below: 

Sam showed off 

her growing bump 

for our shoot with 

her partner paul 

Above: ‘everything i do  

is for the baby,’ said  

paul.  Right: The couple 

welcomed son paul Tony 

in december last year






